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Together, the uniting forces of our communication
and transportation systems are dynamic elements
in the very name we bear—the United States.
Without them, we would be a mere alliance of
many separate parts.
Dwight D. Eisenhower
Message to Congress on the Interstate Highway System
February 22, 1955
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Stipulations
Planning for a robust network of high-speed rail lines throughout the United States is nothing new. The world saw its first
true high-speed rail line from Tokyo to Osaka open in 1964. Soon after, in September of 1965, President Johnson signed
the High-Speed Ground Transportation Act, which facilitated the development of a high-speed rail corridor from New
York to Washington along the existing Northeast Corridor right-of-way. By the late 1960s, Penn Central’s Metroliner
trains were traveling at speeds of up to 125 miles per hour, making the trip from New York to Washington in just two and
a half hours (15 minutes faster than today’s Acela Express). In spite of this progress, as the 1960s came to a close, the
rising use of the automobile displaced the demand for many previously successful intercity rail routes. As residents and
businesses fled the cities for the suburbs, railroads that had failed to adapt to the changing times declared bankruptcy
(including Penn Central), and by 1971, Amtrak was formed to consolidate intercity passenger rail in the United States.
Today, the trends that brought an end to the golden age of
intercity passenger rail in the United States have been
reversing. America’s cities are growing at ever increasing
rates with expanding networks of local and commuter rail
options. At the center of this renewal of intercity rail travel is
Amtrak’s Northeast Corridor, which saw annual ridership
increase by nearly 30% or 2.5 million passengers in just the
last decade. Yet, as demand for intercity passenger rail
grows and ridership reaches new record highs year-overyear, there have been only superficial improvements to the
nation’s network of intercity rail since the days of the
Metroliner. Amtrak routinely showcases its Acela Express
service as evidence of the success of its investments.
However, the Acela Express runs on the same exact right-ofway as the Metroliner did in the late 1960s. The only
difference is that today, the Acela Express averages speeds
that are about 20 miles per hour slower than the Metroliner
achieved in 1969.
Globally, the growth of high-speed intercity passenger rail
over the past two decades has been tremendous. The
majority of intercity passenger rail lines in western Europe,
China, and Japan operate at maximum speeds of over 150
miles per hour. So why is it that the United States has had
such difficulty incorporating a modern, high-speed rail
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network into demand-heavy markets such as the northeast United States? Part of the problem can be attributed to the
organizational and financial structure of Amtrak itself. Where freight lines have achieved profitability due, in part, to their
competition for business, Amtrak has a virtual monopoly on medium and long-distance intercity passenger rail routes,
which consistently lose more money than they generate. In addition, a large portion of the profits made by Amtrak’s few
successful rail lines, such as the Acela Express, go not towards improving service and upgrading infrastructure, but
rather to subsidize losses from the majority of its profitless routes. From an engineering perspective, because Amtrak
relies on the same right-of-way that was created when the Northeast Corridor was completed in 1917, expansion and
modernization is costly and slow. Further, the focus on this unchanged right-of-way has limited expansion into
underserved markets and has prevented a more regional approach to future high-speed rail planning in the northeast.
Despite these obstacles to progress, a high-speed Northeast Corridor is inevitable, as it is crucial, and several proposals
are already available for policymakers’ consideration. However, many of these plans fail to adequately address the longterm challenges not only facing the region, but also facing Amtrak as the sole operator of intercity passenger rail in the
United States. The financial, political, and bureaucratic challenges that have placed the United States decades behind
comparable nations in high-speed rail development are complex, and so too are the solutions. Looking ahead, in order
to ensure that high-speed rail not only works for the northeast, but is actually economically and politically feasible, a
comprehensive plan for a new Northeast Corridor should strive to achieve several strategic objectives:

•

Overhaul Amtrak’s organizational structure in order to increase competition, redefine its mission,
and modernize its financial standing;

•

Designate a new entity exclusively charged with designing, constructing, and managing the
nation’s high-speed rail network;
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In 2003, the Japanese MLX01 magnetic-levitation train
set the world speed record for fixed rail at 361 miles per
hour. By the end of 2015, the private Japanese rail
operator JR Central will begin constructing a $85 billion,
275-mile long magnetic-levitation line from Tokyo to
Osaka. Magnetic-levitation trains utilizing MLX01
technology will travel at maximum speeds of 310 miles
per hour across the line. The first section, from Tokyo to
Nagoya will be completed by 2027, with the remainder of
the line to be completed by 2045.

•

Diversify future intercity rail service by expanding the Northeast Corridor into historically
underserved markets;

•

Maximize the benefits of large-scale capital investments by incorporating connections for local
mass transit and commuter rail;

•

Reduce the New York metropolitan region’s reliance on its three overburdened airports by
choosing an alignment that provides a fast rail link to Stewart International Airport;

•

Promote transit-oriented development in order to fund corridor expansion, catalyze demand, and
increase alternative revenue sources; and

•

Dramatically increase the number of tracks crossing the Hudson River and bypass the congested
bottleneck leading into Penn Station by constructing a new train station in Manhattan.

The proposed changes and suggested improvements contained in the following report seek to not only create a
framework for making high-speed rail possible for the Northeast Corridor, but also prepare for a new era of high-speed
rail construction across the nation. Moving forward, it is critical that planning efforts focus on efficiency instead of
redundancy and long-term success over short-term adequacy. Like the investments needed to implement the Interstate
Highway System or NASA’s Space Shuttle Program before it, investment in a program of high-speed rail construction
across the United States will be costly. But like these great projects of the past, the long-term benefits to the public from
investment in a modern, high-speed rail network will be tremendous. The time to renew our national commitment to
large-scale public works is long overdue, and there is perhaps no opportunity better situated to comprehensive, yet
sensible infrastructure investment than the implementation of high-speed rail along a new Northeast Corridor.
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The Current State of Intercity
Passenger Rail in the United States
An Overview of Amtrak
Following the collapse of many of the nation’s private intercity passenger railroads in the 1950s and 1960s, President
Nixon signed into law the Rail Passenger Service Act of 1970 (the “RPSA”) and in turn created the National Railroad
Passenger Corporation, which, since its inception, has done business under the name Amtrak. While originally
conceived as a private, for-profit entity, Amtrak has always been a pseudo-agency of the federal government, even
though the RPSA explicitly states that Amtrak “will not be an agency or establishment of the United States Government.”
The federal government controls Amtrak’s board of directors, subsidizes its annual losses, and determines its operational
framework. Further, in the 1995 case Lebron v. National R.R. Passenger Corp, the Supreme Court concluded that
Amtrak was indeed “an agency or instrumentality of the United States for the purpose of individual rights guaranteed
against the Government by the Constitution.”
Today, Amtrak’s mission and
goals are found under Title
49 of the United States
Code. Specifically, Amtrak’s
mission statement is “to
provide efficient and effective
intercity passenger rail
mobility consisting of high
quality service that is triptime competitive with other
intercity travel options and
that is consistent with
[Amtrak’s goals].” Among its
congressionally delineated
goals, Amtrak shall seek to
minimize federal subsidies by
encouraging cost-sharing
with other governments and
Amtrak’s 1971 System Map
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private entities, implement

schedules based on a
systemwide average speed of
at least 60 miles per hour
“that can be achieved with a
degree of reliability and
passenger comfort,”
efficiently coordinate the uses
of the Northeast Corridor, and
“maximize the use of its
resources, including the most
cost-effective use of
employees, facilities, and real
property.”
Amtrak’s rail network consists
of more than 21,000 route
miles serving more than 500
destinations in 46 states, the
District of Columbia, and
three Canadian provinces.
Amtrak’s rolling stock
includes over 2,000
passenger cars, 485
locomotives and 80 Auto
Train vehicle carriers. Orders
have recently been placed for
130 new long-distance,
single-level cars and 70
electric locomotives.
Despite Amtrak’s vast
network of intercity rail lines,
Amtrak owns only a tiny
fraction of the trackage
underlying their routes with
the remainder leased from
freight railroads and local and
Amtrak-Owned Chicago Union Station Platform

state government agencies.

In terms of track assets, out of its 21,000 route miles, Amtrak-owned and/or maintained property includes just 363 miles
of the 456-mile Northeast Corridor, a 60.5-mile track segment from New Haven, CT to Springfield, MA, 104 miles of track
in Pennsylvania between Philadelphia and Harrisburg, and a 96-mile segment track in Michigan and Indiana. Amtrak also
leases the large majority of its stations, platforms, and support structures. Amtrak owns only 63 station structures, 42
platforms, and 31 parking lots. Amtrak has 17 tunnels consisting of 29.7 miles of track and 1,186 bridges consisting of
42.5 miles of track. Amtrak owns most of the maintenance and repair facilities for its fleet.
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Amtrak’s Labor Force
Amtrak employs approximately 20,000 workers with close to 86% of the company’s labor force covered by labor
agreements. Unlike workers in other American industries, Amtrak workers are covered by the beneficiary provisions of
the Railroad Retirement Act (“RRA”) rather than the Social Security Act. Under the RRA, employers and employees
contribute tax payments in amounts significantly higher than standard payroll tax rates in order to fund annuity payments
for retirees, disability benefits, survivor benefits, and other benefits similar to those found under Social Security. In 2013,
Amtrak paid an average of 19% of its payroll into railroad retirement, unemployment, and sickness taxes. In addition, for
its 20,000 employees, Amtrak paid a total of over $795 million in total employee benefits, which equates to almost
$40,000 per employee.
For retired railroad workers, annuities under the RRA average $2,760 per month compared to average retiree annuities of
$1,170 per month under Social Security. However, similar to Social Security, the Railroad Retirement Board (who
administers retirement and disability benefits to railroad workers and their families) employs a pay-as-you-go method of
funding benefits where taxes recovered in one year are pooled and used to pay for benefits to all industry employees who
have retired or are otherwise eligible for benefits under the system. Income not paid out in a given quarter is invested in
several railroad workers’ retirement trusts, which today have a current market value of approximately $26.7 billion.
Much like the Social Security system, the Railroad Retirement Board’s pay-as-you-go system of taxes and benefits poses
cash-flow challenges as the number of employees and total income declines and the number of beneficiaries increases.
However, unlike the Social Security system, the severity of the risks posed by the railroad retirement system are
exacerbated by the higher level of taxes and benefits paid by railroad workers and employers as well as the everchanging nature of the railroad industry. In terms of employee retention, since Amtrak began operations in 1971, total
railroad employment has declined by approximately 65%. The majority of these losses have come from the freight
industry, as Amtrak accounts
for only 10% of total railroad
employment. Nevertheless, if
two freight railroads merge and
consolidate their worker base,
that loss of employment directly
impacts the amount of income
flowing into the Railroad
Retirement Board, which in turn
impacts Amtrak’s workers and
bottom line. Indeed, since
1980, the number of Class I
railroads has shrunk from forty
to seven total operators.
Despite the apparent changes
to the railroad industry that
have caused employment to
decline since the 1950s, the
Railroad Retirement Board
predicts that employment will
largely stabilize in the upcoming
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decades and the various retirement trusts will remain solvent. Even in their worst case scenario, the Railroad Retirement
Board predicts that employment would decline by a maximum of only 50% over the next twenty-five years. Still, as the
railroad industry continues to change with the development of new technologies, consolidation of freight operations, and
increased automation, it is important to prepare for a number of potential employment contingencies.
With ongoing increases in retirement and life expectancy, the Railroad Retirement Board has also anticipated the need to
increase employer payroll taxes from their current rate of 17% to up to 27% by 2038. While these presumptions are
troubling on their own, they also are premised upon steady market growth to protect the viability of the various retirement
trust accounts. In a recent example of the challenges of market volatility, following the economic recession of 2008, the
market value of the National Railroad Retirement Investment Trust (“NRRIT”) declined from almost $33 billion to under
$20 billion before rebounding over the next five years to its current value of $25 billion. Due to the size of the account,
this temporary 40% elimination in value did not threaten the solvency of the trust fund. If, however, over the next twentyfive years, another major negative economic event were to damage markets in a similar fashion to the 2008 recession,
the combined effect of unplanned employment losses and increased employer taxes would pose serious threats to the
solvency of the railroad industry’s current high-tax/high-payout scheme of retirement benefits. Even without a major
negative economic event and an increase in employer payroll taxes to 27%, the Railroad Retirement Board predicts that
the NRRIT would become insolvent by 2035 under their own “worst-case prediction” employment scenario as illustrated
in the preceding chart.

NRRIT Market Value (blue) and Quarterly Payouts (red)
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In addition to Amtrak’s exposure in terms of

Northeast Corridor Track Diagram

retirement benefits, Amtrak railroad
employees are also covered by the Federal
Employers Liability Act (“FELA”), which
provides methods for recovering damages
related to workplace injuries. In comparison
to many state no-fault workers’
compensation insurance systems, under
FELA, an injured employee may first
negotiate a settlement with the railroad
employer. If negotiations collapse, the
employee may file a lawsuit alleging
negligence. Unlike traditional workers’
compensation schemes, FELA allows
railroad workers to recover non-economic
damages such as pain in suffering in
addition to their economic losses. This
combination of fault-based compensation
and liability for non-economic damages has
resulted in significantly larger payouts for
injured workers than in other industries.

Getting to Today’s
Northeast Corridor
and the Acela Express
Unlike most of its intercity trackage, which it
leases from regional freight railroads, Amtrak
owns and maintains the majority of the
trackage along the Northeast Corridor,
including the entire section south of New
York. Today, the end-to-end, 456-mile
express trip from Washington to Boston
takes an average of 6 hours and 45
minutes. However, the vast majority of trips
involve origins and destinations in the
northern or southern section of the
Northeast Corridor. Only 9% of Amtrak’s
Northeast Corridor passengers and 0.4% of all Northeast Corridor passengers travel through New York to reach their
destination. This division in ridership between the northern and southern sections of the Northeast Corridor is due, in
part, to the increased travel time and cost associated with traveling through New York. Aside from the fifteen-minute
drop-off and pick-up time allocated for trains stopping in Manhattan, there is also a track bottleneck for trains traveling
through New York that further diminishes the capacity for scheduled through trains. Whereas most of the Northeast
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Non-Amtrak Riders of the Northeast Corridor
2013
Total
Daily Riders

% of Riders on
the Northeast
Corridor

Total
Trains

% of Trains on
the Northeast
Corridor

127,000

68%

483

59%

2,200

100%

27

100%

MTA Metro-North
(with CT DOT)

281,000

40%

729

39%

MTA LIRR

285,000

81%

728

65%

NJ Transit

275,000

78%

667

62%

SEPTA

125,300

25%

738

33%

MARC

36,100

94%

91

100%

Virginia Railway
Express

18,800

21%

30

100%

1,150,400

62%

3,493

53%

Railroad
MBTA
CT DOT
Shore Line East

Total

Corridor utilizes three or four tracks, the route between Newark and New Rochelle is served by only two tracks. Another
reason for the slow end-to-end travel time is that as distance increases, so do the number of intermediate station stops
and, in turn, total trip time. Finally, the tracks between Philadelphia and New Haven are shared by six commuter rail
systems, which further increase congestion and make through travel more difficult.
From the beginning of its operations on the Northeast Corridor in the 1970s, Amtrak faced several obstacles to achieving
faster and more reliable rail service. In the northern section of the Northeast Corridor, from New Haven to Boston, there
was a lack of overhead catenary electrification. This meant that if a train wanted to run from Washington to Boston, it
had to change from an electric locomotive to a diesel locomotive at New Haven. In addition, the overhead catenary wires
that did exist were not tense enough to allow for faster operating speeds. If trains exceeded the existing speed limits, the
century-old catenary lines could wobble and even tear apart. In 1968, Penn Central’s Metroliner trains reached
maximum speeds of 164 miles per hour in test-runs along the southern section of the Northeast Corridor from
Washington to New York. But technological limitations and signaling problems eventually forced the Federal Railroad
Administration to restrict speeds to 125 miles per hour. Other improvements, such as replacing old wood rail ties with
concrete ties capable of handling higher operating speeds, eliminating grade crossings, and replacing deteriorating
bridges, were also recommended to upgrade the system. In terms of equipment, due to the significant curvature of the
Northeast Corridor, especially in the northern section of the route, Amtrak’s traditional non-tilting trains also needed to be
replaced with tilt-capable trains.
9

Overhead Catenary Wires in New Brunswick, NJ

In order to achieve higher and more reliable train service on the Northeast Corridor, congress implemented the Northeast
Corridor Improvement Project in 1976 and the Northeast High Speed Rail Improvement Program in 1991. In 1996, after
many of the existing infrastructure problems along the Northeast Corridor had been remedied, Amtrak contracted with
Bombardier of Canada and GEC Alstom of France to design and deliver a set of new high-speed, tilting trains called the
American Flyer, which would operate high-speed service along the Northeast Corridor. However, by the late 1990s,
Amtrak had become increasingly reliant on federal subsidies to remain solvent, and funding for the new project dried up.
In order to proceed with the development of a high-speed rail route, Congress passed the Amtrak Reform and
Accountability Act of 1997, which premised funding for the American Flyer on projected profits of $219 million by 2003.
For context, in 2013, the Acela Express operated at a profit of $236.9 million, which was up from profits of $206.5 million
in 2012.
The American Flyer project was plagued with problems from the very beginning. Instead of ordering a design based on
an existing rail set, Amtrak sought to design the American Flyer essentially from scratch. Under the strict Federal
Railroad Administration’s crash safety standards, trains were reinforced with materials that made the American Flyer twice
the weight of traditional European models. French workers dubbed the train “le cochon,” or the pig. The additional
weight wreaked havoc on the American Flyer’s suspension, and, as a result, delivery of the train set was delayed by a
year. The next set of problems was realized during the newly renamed Acela’s first test runs, which revealed that the
entire train set was built four inches wider than ordered by Amtrak. The extra width prevented the train’s ability to tilt at
the design-maximum slope of 6.8 degrees while maintaining minimum clearance space for oncoming trains. As a result,
curvature speed was reduced in order to lower the slope to a maximum of 4.2 degrees and avoid hitting oncoming trains.
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This adjustment, however, meant that trip times
would be increased across the board from
Amtrak’s initial calculations. Amtrak fined
Bombardier and GEC Alstom for the defects, but
the two manufacturers sued Amtrak for the
numerous design changes over the course of the
project that increased costs and delayed
production. Amtrak eventually settled out of court
in 2004 by paying the two manufacturers $42.5
million in damages.
Service on the Acela Express line began in
December 2000, but by August of 2002, cracks
were found in the trains’ tilting mechanism, which
caused Amtrak to suspend service for the
remainder of the summer. In April of 2005, the
Acela’s heavy weight caused its traditional braking
system to fail as cracks were discovered in the
trains brake discs. Train service was once again
suspended for several months while repairs were
made and new inspection standards were
imposed. In 2006, the forty-year-old Metroliner
trains were finally retired and the Acela became the
sole express line of the Northeast Corridor.

Acela Express Locomotive

The Passenger Rail Investment and Improvement Act of
2008
In 2008, Congress passed the Passenger Rail Investment and Improvement Act (“PRIIA”), which sought to improve
Amtrak’s intercity rail operations and financial viability by, among other methods, creating route performance
improvement plans, restructuring long-term debt and capital leases, designating metrics and standards for success, and
reauthorizing federal subsidy appropriations for operations and capital expenses through 2013. In order to ensure that
Amtrak was able to improve on-time performance, Sections 207 and 213 of PRIIA afforded Amtrak preferred access over
the various freight railroad’s private trackage (which Amtrak shares for almost all of its intercity routes). Section 213
authorized the Surface Transportation Board to fine the freight railroads if delays were “attributable to a rail carrier’s failure
to provide preference to Amtrak over freight transportation....”
These provisions of PRIIA would have helped Amtrak to supplement its lack of dedicated trackage throughout the United
States and ease congestion along its routes by guaranteeing certain levels of service over the various freight railroads.
However, in July of 2013, the United States Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit ruled that these provisions of PRIAA
constituted “an unlawful delegation of regulatory power to a private entity.” Unlike the 1995 Supreme Court case Lebron
v. National R.R. Passenger Corp, which designated Amtrak a government entity for the purposes of individual rights, in
this case, the D.C. Circuit ruled that Amtrak was a “private corporation with respect to Congress’s power to delegate
regulatory authority.”
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Amtrak Delays due to Freight Train Interference
since May 2012, all routes
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One of the most successful provisions of PRIIA is Section 209, which calls for states to share the costs of Amtrak routes
less than 750 miles long. Under Section 209, Amtrak would continue providing intercity passenger rail operations, but
the states must pay the operating costs and capital expenses associated with their proportionate use of a given route. In
October of 2013, Amtrak reached agreements with 19 states to cover the operating subsidies of 28 interstate passenger
trains (with the exception of the Northeast Corridor) running on routes less than 750 miles long. Section 209 encourages
states to reexamine the costs associated with intercity passenger rail now that they have to cover the operating losses of
unprofitable routes. In other instances, by taking control of the funding of these routes, some single-state routes have
received additional capital investments in order to increase operational efficiency.
Finally, PRIIA reaffirmed Congress’s “need to maintain Amtrak as a national passenger rail system,” specifically with
regards to continuing operations of Amtrak’s fifteen long-distance trains. Under Section 228, Congress found that
“Amtrak’s long-distance trains provide an essential transportation service for many communities and to a significant
percentage of the general public.” Further, “[m]any long-distance trains serve small communities with limited or no
significant air or bus service, especially in remote or isolated areas in the United States.” Thus, Congress concluded that
“Amtrak should maintain a national passenger rail system, including long-distance routes, that connects the continental
United States from coast to coast and from border to border.” While PRIIA appropriated funds for the planning of highspeed, long-distance rail corridors, it did not appropriate funds towards the actual creation of these routes.
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The Economic Landscape of the Northeast Corridor Region
The Northeast Corridor region from Washington, D.C. to Boston makes up just 2% of the land area of the United States,
yet is home to 17% of the population and 20% of U.S. jobs. If the Northeast Corridor region were its own country, it
would have the fifth largest GDP in the world, just ahead of France, and a population of over 50 million people. From
2000 to 2010, major cities along the Northeast Corridor saw widespread population growth. Many cities, such as
Philadelphia, Newark, and Bridgeport, saw their first residential growth since the 1950s, reversing decades of urban to
suburban exodus. Compared to the United States average of under 100 persons per square mile, the cities and suburbs
within the broader Northeast Corridor region average a density of almost 1,000 persons per square mile.
In terms of mobility, the Northeast Corridor
region contains the most diverse transportation
landscape in the nation. While automobile travel
still dominates total commuter trips at 74%,
alternative modes of transit are growing at a far
faster pace than commuting by car. However, in
the key urban cores of the Northeast Corridor
region, the percentage of commuters traveling
to work by mass transit is far higher. Overall, the
Northeast Corridor region includes 75% of all
daily commuter rail trips and 50% of all daily
Amtrak trips. In the last ten years alone, the
Northeast Corridor has added 33 million annual
commuter trips, bringing its total to
approximately 350 million annual trips.
Between 2000 and 2011, the Northeast
Corridor region added 708,000 mass transit
commuters compared to just 671,000 car
commuters over the same period of time. Part
of this growth can be attributed to a rise in
surface road congestion as well as the return of
population growth to the Northeast Corridor
region’s cities over the past several decades.
Amtrak’s Acela Express provides direct intercity
Population Density within the Northeast Corridor Region

rail service to the majority of the metropolitan
areas within the Northeast Corridor region.

However, there are several key markets, such as Hartford, Albany, Worcester, Springfield, and Newburgh-Poughkeepsie,
which do not have direct express service along the Northeast Corridor. These markets, which collectively account for a
population of nearly four million people, rely on supplementary routes such as the Empire Corridor and Northeast
Regional service. The northern section of the Northeast Corridor also travels through a relatively uninhabited portion of
New England, which does not contain the sort of population density typical for the region as a whole. Middlesex and
New London counties in eastern Connecticut and Kent and Washington counties in southern Rhode Island average just
477 residents per square mile in comparison to 8,200 residents per square mile within the counties along the Northeast
Corridor.
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Top Northeast Regional Rail and Air Routes
2010, annual passengers

Amtrak
New York to Washington
New York to Philadelphia
Philadelphia to Washington
Boston to New York
Albany to New York
New York to Baltimore
New York to Wilmington
Route 128 to New York
New York to BWI Airport
Providence to New York

1,740
1,548
701
663
623
378
308
273
266
263

Air Travel
Boston to New York
New York to Washington
Boston to Washington
Providence to Baltimore
New York to Richmond
Boston to Baltimore
Hartford to Baltimore
Harford to Washington
Philadelphia to Washington
Providence to Washington

1,303
1,160
810
373
279
271
260
215
176
165

500

1,000

1,500

2,000

Thousands of Passengers
Airports within the Northeast Corridor region are among the most congested in the nation with 244 million annual
passenger trips, which account for 30% of all U.S. air travelers. Over the past ten years, air traffic in the Northeast
Corridor region has increased by nearly 20%. Within the New York metropolitan region, domestic volume at JFK Airport
and international volume at Newark Airport have both increased by over 50% since 2000. Passenger and flight capacity,
however, remains a growing problem for the region’s airports. Among the ten worst American airports in terms of ontime arrival rates, five of them are located in the Northeast Corridor region, and these airports average an on-time
performance of just 77%. Within the New York metropolitan region, La Guardia Airport, Newark Airport, JFK Airport, and
Philadelphia Airport (which operates in New York’s airspace) account for nearly half of all United States flight delays.
Between the eight regional airports along the Northeast Corridor, passengers depart an average of 24 minutes behind
schedule, which results in an estimated $2.5 billion in annual costs associated with delay. To that end, the Federal
Aviation Administration, in their most recent report on the capacity needs of the nation’s airports, identified New York as
the sole metropolitan area currently needing additional capacity today.
In order to help address the historical congestion and expansion limitations of the New York metropolitan region’s
airports, the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey took over operations at Stewart International Airport in 2007.
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However, without any mass transit connections, and considering the long-distance travel required from the New York
urban core to Newburgh, Stewart Airport remains underutilized. Where the metropolitan area’s three major airports had
nearly 55 million passenger boardings in 2012 with operating profits of over $400 million, Stewart Airport had
approximately 600,000 passenger boardings in 2012 with an operating loss of over $5 million. Further, Stewart Airport’s
facilities, runways, and highway connections are not built to absorb the significant numbers of metropolitan air travelers
needed to effectively ease congestion in the region. Nevertheless, Stewart Airport current sits on more land (both
developed and undeveloped) than JFK Airport and La Guardia Airport combined, which allows for significant expansion
opportunities in the future. Despite the congestion within the region’s airports, air travel remains the preferred mode of
transit for a number of routes along the Northeast Corridor due to faster trip times and lower ticket prices.
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Obstacles to Progress
The Northeast Corridor’s Current Right-Of-Way
In 1936, the Denver Zephyr made the 538-mile trip from Omaha to Denver in approximately seven hours at an average
speed of 75 miles per hour with stops. In 2014, the Acela Express makes the 456-mile trip from Washington to Boston
in approximately the same amount of time at an average speed of around 68 miles per hour with stops. Those averages,
however, are only accurate 74% of the time, which is Acela Express’s current twelve-month on-time performance. How
is it that over the course of nearly 80 years, the United States has actually made negative progress in terms of average
train speed over medium-distance routes? The answer lies in the continued use of the centuries-old right-of-ways for our
intercity rail routes.
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For all of the comforts and amenities that the Acela Express now offers, the chief limiting factor for the most important
measure of rail modernity—speed—is the right-of-way of the tracks. Unlike the vast majority of European and Asian
high-speed trains, which operate on a dedicated and separate right-of-way, Amtrak shares the Northeast Corridor with
high-frequency commuter trains and slow freight trains. In addition to Amtrak’s 11.4 million riders, Northeast Corridor
train traffic includes approximately 260 million commuters and 14 million car-miles of freight movement per year. In sum,
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the Acela Express operates high-speed rail service on the most congested, low-speed rail corridor in the world. Making
high-speed service on the Northeast Corridor even more problematic, the Acela Express travels through 95 intermediate
stations along its right-of-way, which further restricts its operating speed due to the Federal Railroad Administration’s
station-passthrough speed limits.
The problems of the Northeast Corridor’s right-of-way are not, however, uniform along the entirety of its route. The
southern section of the Northeast Corridor, from New York to Washington, was built for speed and efficiency. The
majority of the right-of-way is relatively straight and contains express tracks that are able to bypass intermediate station
platforms. From New York to Philadelphia, Acela trains operate at an average maximum speed of over 105 miles per
hour. Speed is considerably reduced at a number of interlocking bypass points in northern New Jersey as well as over
the 100-year-old Portal Bridge by Secaucus Junction. Further, at the approaches to Trenton and Philadelphia, speeds
are reduced to accommodate tighter curves in order to access stations in the city center.
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From Philadelphia to Washington, Acela trains are able to operate at an average speed of over 110 miles per hour. With
minimal curvature throughout Maryland, trains average a maximum speed of over 125 miles per hour for most of the
route. However, speeds are significantly reduced at the approaches to and within key city stations. In Wilmington, a
reduction of trackage coupled with very tight curves leading to Wilmington Station result in average operating speeds of
under 40 miles per hour. Further, aging infrastructure and tight curves over the course of nearly 20 miles around
Baltimore similarly limit speeds. One curve in the B&P Tunnel outside of Baltimore has a maximum speed limit of just 30
miles per hour.
While trains currently operating along the southern section of the Northeast Corridor average speeds of only 80 miles per
hour in practice, the foundations of this section of track are sound. Aside from the identified choke points, trains
operating along the southern section of the Northeast Corridor at average speeds of just 110 miles per hour would be
able to travel from New York to Washington in just two hours. With proper management of concurrent commuter rail
systems, carefully chosen capital expenditures have the potential to dramatically increase overall speeds and travel time.
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On the other hand, the northern section of the Northeast Corridor suffers from a fundamentally deficient right-of-way that
cannot allow for significant reductions in travel time absent the construction of a completely new alignment. Unlike the
southern section of the Northeast Corridor, which takes a mostly inland route from New York to Washington, the northern
section of the Northeast Corridor travels along the northern coast of the Long Island Sound. This route is plagued with
tight curves, high density development, and numerous bay and river crossings. Not only does this result in slower
maximum speeds throughout the line, but this combination of obstacles makes upgrading the northern section of the
Northeast Corridor much more challenging than upgrading the southern section of the Northeast Corridor. One of the
most significant choke points is the 45-mile stretch of track traveling through New London, CT from Clinton, CT to the
Rhode Island border. Not only is there no express tracks over this portion of the Northeast Corridor, but there are nearly
50 independent curves that cause speed reductions to as low as 25 miles per hour through New London. There are,
however, two sections of track totaling 23 miles that allow for maximum speeds of 150 miles per hour. Still, gains from
these high speeds are diminished due to the additional choke points in Providence and Boston.
Trains from New York to New Haven suffer from similar right-of-way problems. Aside from delay and congestion from
within New York Penn Station, Acela Express trains leaving Penn Station must share tunnels and portions of track with
both MTA LIRR and MTA Metro-North trains. Traveling through Queens, Amtrak trains pass through the busiest
convergence of rail tracks in the country, Harold Interlocking, where speeds are limited to under 55 miles per hour in
theory, but are actually much lower in practice. While the MTA is currently working on creating dedicated tracks to better
bypass Harold Interlocking, studies are also underway for plans to bring, for the first time, MTA Metro-North trains to
Penn Station using shared Amtrak tracks. Overall, Acela Express trains traveling from New Haven to Boston average a
maximum speed of slightly over 90 miles per hour, which is 20 miles per hour less than the average maximum speed for
the southern section of the Northeast Corridor. However, in real-world operating conditions, the fastest Acela trains
traveling from New York to Boston average speeds of just 65 miles per hour.

In order to reduce congestion and

increase maximum operating speeds, the simple addition of tracks and elimination of curves will not suffice. Thus, the
creation of a new, dedicated right-of-way for the northern section of the Northeast Corridor is necessary to achieve truly
higher-speeds and increased reliability.
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Amtrak’s Business Structure
Amtrak, as a business, wears many hats and is engaged in many separate enterprises. It is the operator of both highly
profitable and unprofitable intercity rail lines alike. It builds and maintains infrastructure for some of its routes, and leases
tracks maintained by freight railroads for other routes. For some sectors, increased success results in increased
profitability. For other sectors, the opposite occurs. Because Amtrak is the only intercity passenger rail system in the
nation, and because its mission and organizational structure are controlled by Congress, financial and operational
success is extremely challenging, if not impossible.

Amtrak Annual Ridership by Route
2013, all routes

In terms of passenger service,
Amtrak operates three key sectors:
the Northeast Corridor including the
Acela Express and Northeast
Regional service, 28 state-supported
short-distance routes, and 15 longdistance routes. Over the past 20
years, Amtrak’s annual ridership has
increased by 49% from 21.2 million
passengers in 1994 to 31.6 million
passengers in 2013. The strongest
gains have come from short-distance
routes, which have collectively grown
by 175%. Today, the most traveled
short-distance routes run through
dense urban centers on the west
and east coasts. Short-distance
routes vary greatly in overall
ridership, on-time performance,
distance, and cost recovery.
Northeast Corridor ridership (not
including the discontinued New York
to Philadelphia Clocker) has risen by
44% since 1994. Local Northeast
Regional service has grown by 36%
over the past 20 years from 5.9
million riders in 1994 to 8.0 million
riders today. Metroliner and Acela
Express service has grown by over
65% in the same time period from
2.0 million riders in 1994 to 3.3
million riders today. Long-distance
service has grown by 17.5% since
1994 with an average annual
ridership per route of 315,000
passengers.
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While state-supported short-distance routes have dominated ridership growth over the past 20 years, the Northeast
Corridor has led overall ticket revenue growth for Amtrak during the same period of time. In 2013, Northeast Corridor
revenues totaled $1.1 billion (up 5.3% from 2012) with $530.8 million in ticket revenues coming from Acela service (up
4.5% from 2012) and $568.7 million in ticket revenues coming from Northeast Regional service (up 6.2% from 2012).
These revenues accounted for nearly 50% of Amtrak’s overall ticket revenues of $2.1 billion, despite coming from only
35% of Amtrak’s total ridership. State-supported short-distance revenues totaled $478.1 million in 2013 (up 4.4% from
2012), and long-distance revenues totaled $525.9 million (up 1.9% from 2012). In 2013, ticket revenue accounted for
approximately 70% of Amtrak’s total revenue of $3.0 billion. Other sources of revenue came from food and beverage
sales, state-supported train revenue, freight access fees, and commercial development.

Amtrak Annual Profit / Loss
2013, all routes, in millions of dollars
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In 2013, Amtrak’s total expenses amounted to $4.2 billion. $2.1 billion or 50% of Amtrak’s total expenses in 2013 came
from salaries, wages, and benefits. Employee benefit expenses, including retirement, unemployment, medical, and
disability benefits, totaled $702.9 million, or 35%, of Amtrak’s 2013 employee expenses. Other large expenses included
train operations, fuel and power, material costs, and communications. By sector, the Northeast Corridor was the only
line in 2013, or at any time during the past 20 years, that made a profit. The Acela Express accounted for $236.9 million,
or 63% of Amtrak’s total operational profits, while Northeast Regional service accounted for $133 million, or 36% of
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Amtrak’s total operational profits. The only other profitable lines in 2013 were select short-distance routes including the
Adirondack, Washington-Lynchburg service, and Washington-Norfolk service. Collectively, these routes accounted for
$4.5 million, or 1% of Amtrak’s total operational profits. Non-designated Northeast Corridor and short-distance routes
brought in other non-substantial profits as well. As a whole, state-supported short-distance routes lost $180.8 million in
2013, or $11.73 per passenger, at an average cost recovery per route of 82%. Long-distance routes fared substantially
worse, losing $621.7 million in 2013, or $131.94 per passenger. Long-distance lines averaged a cost recovery per route
of 48% and accounted for nearly 80% of Amtrak’s total ticket losses for 2013.
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Despite tremendous ridership gains over the past few decades, Amtrak’s annual losses have continued to rise, even as
profits from the Northeast Corridor reach record highs. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, Amtrak’s deficits remained
relatively stable at around $700 million before declining to a then record $1.18 billion loss in 2001. As ridership rose
dramatically in the early 2000s, deficits decreased temporarily before reaching a new record loss of $1.25 billion in 2011.

Federal Amtrak Subsidy
since 1994, by type
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Since its formation, Amtrak has always relied on significant annual federal subsidies to remain solvent. Over the last 20
years, these subsidies have ranged from a low of around $500 million in 2002 to a high of over $1.5 billion in 2010. In
2013, Amtrak’s total federal subsidy of $1.37 billion included an operations subsidy of $442 million, a capital expense
subsidy of $642 million, and a dedicated debt service subsidy of $199 million. In addition to Amtrak subsidies, Congress
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has appropriated nearly $13 billion

Amtrak Profit-Elasticity by Route

2009 vs. 2013, impact of additional ridership on cost recovery

in additional federal funding for
Amtrak-related projects since 1994.
Even though Amtrak has seen
ridership, revenue, and even profit
growth throughout its system, it is
still, by almost any economic
measure, a failing business.
Amtrak continues to bleed money
even though its most successful
routes have seen record ridership
and revenues. Amtrak’s inability to
reap the economic benefits of its
apparent success is due to both
the number of unprofitable routes
that overwhelm its profitable routes
as well as the inelasticity of
Amtrak’s cost recovery in
comparison to its ridership growth.
Overall, 90% of Amtrak’s routes
lose money. This leaves Amtrak’s
few profitable routes, including
those on the Northeast Corridor, to
fund the losses on not only the
unprofitable routes, but also capital
expenditures throughout the
entirety of the system. In other
words, a business traveler buying a
ticket from Washington to
Philadelphia is paying a portion of
her fare to repay losses along
cross-country routes and fund
infrastructure improvements
throughout the entire country.
Making matters worse, many of the
unprofitable routes that are

responsible for Amtrak’s largest operational losses are unable to make money even if they reached maximum capacity
ridership. For example, over the past five years, every Amtrak route has increased ridership by some margin. Still, a
quarter of these routes managed to post greater losses in 2013 than in 2009 despite increasing both ridership and ticket
revenue. Further, another 25% of Amtrak’s routes only slightly reduced their deficits despite gaining ridership and
revenue. As partisan politics threaten Amtrak’s already unstable annual federal subsidy, the ability of Amtrak to recoup
losses and finance capital expenditures using excess revenues generated from just a handful of profitable routes is not
only undesirable, but also uncertain.
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Amtrak Concourse Space in New York Penn Station

The Penn Station Problem
Amtrak’s inability to reach faster speeds along the Northeast Corridor is, to a considerable extent, also attributable to the
bottleneck of trains that congest travel in and out of New York Penn Station. On a given weekday, Penn Station sees
approximately 435,000 riders boarding and alighting approximately 1,200 revenue trains within the station. Penn Station
is served by three regional rail systems: MTA LIRR accounts for approximately 235,000 boardings and alightings, or 54%
of daily riders on a given weekday; NJ Transit accounts for approximately 170,000 boardings and alightings, or 39% of
daily riders on a given weekday; and Amtrak accounts for approximately 30,000 boardings and alightings, or 7% of daily
riders on a given weekday. Amtrak’s Northeast Corridor service accounts for approximately 26,000 daily riders, and
Amtrak’s Empire Corridor accounts for approximately 5,000 daily riders.
Amtrak owns and maintains Penn Station, including its concourse, tracks, and platforms. NJ Transit and MTA LIRR lease
concourse space and trackage rights from Amtrak, and each system’s concourse is styled and maintained independently
of one another. Since it began operations in 1976, Amtrak has increased service along the Northeast Corridor into and
out of Penn Station by nearly 40%, adding an average of one to two daily weekday trains each year. In comparison, NJ
Transit has increased its service by 200%, adding nearly 300 daily weekday trains over the same period. MTA LIRR has
increased service by over 50% since 1976.
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Penn Station Weekday Ridership by System
2013, peak hours
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is dwarfed by its commuter railroad counterparts. Where NJ Transit and MTA LIRR combine for a peak ridership of over
300,000 passengers, Amtrak ridership totals just 15,000 passengers, or 5% of total ridership, during peak hours.
In order to alleviate crowding within the station, it would be beneficial if, at the very least, trains from each system could
arrive and leave from any available track and platform at a given moment. However, because of Penn Station’s centuryold infrastructure, the opposite is true. Tracks 1 to 4 are accessible from the North River Tunnels, but do not connect to
either pair of East River Tunnels traveling to Long Island and points north. Thus, Amtrak trains arriving from the southern
section of the Northeast Corridor and utilizing a single locomotive cannot terminate at Tracks 1 to 4 because of their
inability to turn around in the station or continue towards Boston. Amtrak Empire Service trains coming from the Hudson
Line through the Empire Connection are only able to terminate at Tracks 1 to 8 (and part of track 9). However, because
Tracks 1 to 4 are exclusively powered by overhead wire and Hudson Line trains use third rail power, Amtrak’s Empire
Service must terminate exclusively at Tracks 5 to 8. Coming from points north and east, the southern pair of East River
Tunnels only connects to Tracks 5 to 16 (and part of 17). The northern pair of East River Tunnels only connects to Tracks
15 to 21 (and part of 14). The only full-length tracks that can access both the northern and southern pair of East River
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Tunnels are Tracks 15 and 16. Tracks 18 to 21 are accessible to Amtrak trains coming from the northern portion of the
Northeast Corridor, but the overhead wire is currently nonfunctional. Today, these tracks are used exclusively by MTA
LIRR. Finally, while Tracks 18 and 19 connect to the North River Tunnels, Tracks 20 and 21 do not and, thus, cannot
serve Amtrak trains traveling on the southern portion of the Northeast Corridor.
The inability of a given train to access any available track and platform limits accessibility for all passengers and results in
additional congestion within Penn Station. Unlike Grand Central Terminal, which has a large number of tracks that allow
for track assignments to be announced in advance, Penn Station passengers often have just minutes to learn their track
assignment and board their train. Delays that impact one section of the station or its tracks often cause problems
throughout the entire rail network. In sum, because of a lack of track redundancy, acute problems can result in broad
system stoppages and cause even greater congestion within the already overcapacity Penn Station.
The tracks leading from New Jersey and Long Island into Penn Station also present a number of infrastructural obstacles
to achieving faster speeds on the Northeast Corridor. Coming from Newark Penn Station, the four main tracks of the
Northeast Corridor merge into three tracks after the Dock Bridge and eponymous Dock Interlocking. At Rea and Hudson
Interlockings, the Northeast Corridor crosses over NJ Transit’s Morris and Essex Lines, whereat the third track diverges
into the Waterfront Connection to bring diesel-powered trains to Hoboken Terminal. Midtown-Direct NJ Transit trains join
the Northeast Corridor at Swift Interlocking, at which the two-track Northeast Corridor travels over the 100-year-old
Portal Bridge towards Secaucus Junction. In total, there are ten interlockings in between Newark Penn Station and New
York Penn Station, each with its own speed limit and restrictions. From Penn Station to Hell Gate Bridge, there are
another four interlockings that are shared with MTA LIRR and further restrict train movement. While proposals to expand
capacity within Penn Station would help alleviate some congestion along the Northeast Corridor, in order to achieve true
high-speed service, significant changes must also be made to the tracks leading to and from Penn Station.
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Planning for a New Northeast
Corridor
Reforming Amtrak
Stretched so thin for resources for so long, it is impossible for Amtrak to make meaningful improvements to the nation’s
intercity passenger rail system in its current form. Thus, modernizing the Northeast Corridor, as well as the nation’s rail
infrastructure as a whole, starts with modernizing the way our intercity passenger rail is designed, constructed,
maintained, managed, and financed.

Separating Infrastructure and Transportation Operations
In 1991, the European Union enacted EU Directive 91/440 and later implemented its First Railway Package in order to
better promote the efficient development of European high-speed railroads and foster open access among competing
operators. EU Directive 91/440 modernized Europe’s rail system by effectively requiring that European nations separate
their railroad infrastructure management from their transportation operations. In practice, this meant keeping separate
profit and loss accounts and balance sheets and publishing them individually for business relating to the provision of
transport services and for business relating to the management of a railway’s infrastructure. Under EU Directive 91/440,
public funding must also reflect this separation, and funds paid to one activity may not be transferred to the other.
Today, European railroads have thrived with this
regime of distinct infrastructure and transportation
management. The separation of these traditionally
unified tasks has allowed each entity to better focus
on its specific and individual business purpose; a
country’s development sector focuses on building its
national rail infrastructure while an independent rail
operator focuses on improving service on the newly
developed track. In addition, without a direct tie
between the infrastructure and transportation
operations of a given country’s rail system, private
operators have begun infiltrating traditionally
government-run railroads. For example, in Italy,
Spanish AVE Class 103 High-Speed Train
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infrastructure management is overseen by Rete Ferroviaria
Italiana while transportation operations are chiefly run by
Trenitalia. Both entities are subsidiaries of the holding company
Ferrovie dello Stato Italiane, which is wholly owned by the Italian
Government. However, Italy is also home to Europe’s first
private high-speed rail operator, Nuovo Trasporto Viaggiatori,
which began service in mid-2012. In its first year of operation,
Nuovo Trasporto Viaggiatori lost approximately €77 million
($104 million), although revenues and ridership beat
expectations. More importantly, however, the separation of
infrastructure and transportation management within Italy
allowed Nuovo Trasporto Viaggiatori to exist despite stateownership of the rail infrastructure. On the other hand,
Trenitalia, without having to allocate revenues towards the
construction and maintenance of its underlying infrastructure,
earned approximately €1.5 billion ($2 billion) in profit last year on
revenues of €5.5 billion ($7.4 billion) with a gross margin of
approximately 27%. The creation of open access across
Europe’s vast rail network will, in the long run, benefit
passengers from increased diversity of choice, efficiency in
Trenitalia Train in Milano Centrale Station

operations, and overall service quality.

In contrast to the separated organizational structure of European railroads, Amtrak’s dual-purpose organizational
structure has limited its effectiveness in both realms. Amtrak’s transportation operations contain several profitable or
near-profitable routes that have seen tremendous growth over the past two decades. Amtrak’s infrastructure
management and development operations, on the other hand, has never operated at a profit. As a result, Amtrak must
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pull revenues from its transportation business in order to fund
infrastructure improvements. Put another way, but for its
capital expenses, Amtrak would be able to direct its profits

Amtrak Federal Subsidy
2013

exclusively towards improving passenger service.

$199 million
Debt Service

Amtrak’s dual-purpose organizational structure also hurts its
capital expense subsidy. Because its transportation services
operate at a net loss, Amtrak requires federal subsidies to
$642 million

close its yearly deficits, which in turn reduces the share of
total federal funding going towards infrastructure

Capital Expense

$442 million

improvements. In addition, since Amtrak’s infrastructure and

Transportation

transportation operations are managed by the same entity, a

Operations

large portion of Amtrak’s capital expense subsidy goes
towards non-infrastructural improvements such as locomotive
procurement and cabin modernization. In 2013, Amtrak
spent nearly $1.1 billion on capital projects, for which it
received $642 million in dedicated federal subsidies. Of the
$1.1 billion in capital spending, only $472 million or 45% was

Amtrak Capital Spending
2013

spent on track-related improvements, with the remainder
going towards largely passenger-related improvements. Over
the next five years, Amtrak has budgeted $11 billion for
capital projects. It hopes to obtain $6.5 billion in federal
subsidies to cover a portion of these costs, even though this
would amount to more than twice the funding it received for
capital projects in the previous five years. Amtrak also
anticipates using $1.5 billion in operating profits from the
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Northeast Corridor to finance capital projects throughout its
entire system. Among these projects are over $1.4 billion in
capital funding for Amtrak’s long-distance service, including
items such as the purchase of new sleeper and dining cars.

$160 million
Other

The lack of a dedicated, reliable income source for Amtrak’s
infrastructure improvements has resulted in historic
underfunding and delays in making much-needed capital investments. Before any meaningful improvements can be
made to the Northeast Corridor, Amtrak must follow the example the European example of separating its infrastructure
management from its transportation operations in order to create two independently-focused entities with distinct
financial and organizational structures.

Lessons from the Highway Trust Fund
Similar in the way that Amtrak oversees capital and maintenance expenses for the country’s passenger rail system, the
United States Department of Transportation (namely the Federal Highway Administration) oversees capital and
maintenance expenses for our nation’s surface roads and highways. The USDOT pays for highway projects, usually in
the form of state and local grants, by drawing monies out of the Highway Trust Fund. And much like Amtrak’s financial
circumstances, the Highway Trust Fund operates at an annual deficit. Since the mid-1950s, the Highway Trust Fund has
earned revenues primarily from excise taxes, which were last increased in 1993 to 18.4 cents-per-gallon on gasoline and
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ethanol-blended fuels and 24.4 cents-per-gallon on diesel fuels. 2.86 cents of each of these taxes goes towards the
mass transit account of the Highway Trust Fund, which finances local and regional transit projects, with the remainder
going towards the highway account of the Highway Trust Fund. If these taxes were adjusted using the consumer price
index, the tax on gasoline today would be about 30 cents per gallon, and the tax on diesel fuels would be about 40 cents
per gallon. In other words, the purchasing power of today’s excise taxes are only 62% of what they were in 1993.

Highway Trust Fund Annual Revenues vs. Outlays
since 1983, all accounts
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In 2013, the highway account of the Highway Trust Fund started the year with a valuation of approximately $15 billion.
Revenues totaled $43 billion, including $32 billion from highway account taxes, $5 billion from mass transit account
taxes, and $6 billion in federal highway subsidies. Outlays totaled $50 billion, including $43 billion in spending on
highways and $7 billion in spending on mass transit. In total, the Highway Trust Fund lost approximately $7 billion
exclusive of interest and other losses. By the end of 2013, the highway account’s balance had dipped to just $4 billion
and the mass transit account’s balance had dipped to just $2 billion.

Federal Highway Trust Fund Overall Balance

since 1983, all accounts
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Like Amtrak, the Highway Trust Fund has relied on congressional appropriations in order to subsidize its annual deficits
and replenish the fund. Over the past ten years, outlays from the Highway Trust Fund have exceeded revenues by more
than $52 billion (not including federal subsidies). Further, excise taxes only cover an average of 50% of highway
spending with the remainder coming from non-user fees such as federal subsidies. If spending continues at the current
rate, over the next ten years, the Congressional Budget Office estimates that outlays will exceed revenues by $167 billion
through 2024. In order to remedy these deficits, over the past five years, Congress has transferred $54 billion to the
Highway Trust Fund, mostly from the general fund of the Treasury. In 2014, Congress appropriated another $11 billion to
the Highway Trust Fund by way of legislation allowing for the deferral of pension payments, which would in turn raise
more tax dollars in the short-term. Under this most recent plan, the Highway Trust Fund would remain solvent only
through late-2015.

United States Interstate Highway System
2014

The rising deficits and instability of the Highway Trust Fund can be attributed, in part, to rising fuel efficiency, a decreasing
numbers of drivers, and the decreasing impact of the fund’s fuel taxes relative to inflation. If the various excise taxes
were automatically adjusted to keep pace with the consumer price index, for example, revenues would be much higher
relative to annual outlays. In addition, the lack of a dedicated, multi-year federal subsidy has also created uncertainty in
terms of long-term project planning and funding mechanisms. While reasonable minds may differ on how to resolve this
current challenge (reduced spending vs. increase federal funding), it is clear that the status quo for funding the Highway
Trust Fund is unsustainable. Any future infrastructure management entity charged with improving the Northeast Corridor
must avoid the funding challenges that have plagued the Highway Trust Fund. To that end, this means ensuring longterm, renewable sources of funding that are not reliant on political whimsy and requiring responsible fund management to
avoid potential insolvency.
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Creating the American Investment Bank
The United States has, for too long, relied upon a hodgepodge of uncoordinated and unrelated funding mechanisms for
its large-scale infrastructure projects. For instance, the FRA administers over a dozen grant programs alone, each of
which has its own limits and application criteria. Further, despite its breadth of grant programs, the United States lacks a
streamlined source of financing for its large-scale infrastructure projects. In Europe, on the other hand, the chief source
of financing for its infrastructure projects has come from a public/private investment bank that has been very successful
at catalyzing funding for the sorts of capital investments that often struggle to get off the ground in the United States.
Founded in 1958, the European Investment Bank (“EIB”) is a
non-profit lending institution tasked with policy-based lending
towards the economic and social advancement of the
European Union. The EIB’s shareholders are the various
member states of the EU, who drive the policies that shape the
bank’s lending practices. With an AAA credit rating and capital
levels around $400 billion, the EIB has played a pivotal role in
not only investing in large-scale European infrastructure projects including high-speed rail, but also attracting ancillary
investors through mutual participation agreements. The EIB requires that loan recipients satisfy stringent lending criteria,
and loans typically cover 5% to 30% of the total project cost.

European Investment Bank Building, Luxembourg

Over the past several decades, the proportion of federal funding for infrastructure projects has steadily decreased.
Under the Interstate Highway Act of 1956, federal grants routinely funded 90% of a given interstate highway project’s
construction costs. Starting in the 1970s, capital grants under the Federal Transit Administration’s New Starts program
typically funded up to 50% of eligible transit project costs. Today, significant grant funding for any project, let alone
intercity passenger rail, is harder and harder to come by. In order to ensure a steady source of funding for future
projects, the United States should follow the European example by forming its own national investment bank aimed at
financing, among other ventures, the improvement of our transportation infrastructure. Like the EIB, the American
Investment Bank will fund infrastructure projects with below market-rate loans, which in turn will incentivize
complimentary private investments.
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Tappan Zee Bridge Replacement Rendering

The United States took a step in the direction of establishing a national infrastructure bank with the enactment and
implementation of the Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act of 1998 (“TIFIA”), which provides federal
credit assistance in the form of direct loans, loan guarantees, and standby lines of credit to finance surface transportation
projects of national and regional significance. TIFIA credit assistance has improved access to capital markets by
providing flexible repayment terms and more favorable interest rates than can be found in private capital markets for
similar instruments. Today, a typical 35-year TIFIA loan has an interest rate of around 3.4%. TIFIA direct loans can fund a
maximum of 49% of a project’s total cost, and TIFIA lines of credit can fund a maximum of 33% of a project’s total cost.
Overall, TIFIA projects cap total federal assistance from all sources at 80% of a project’s total cost. Because the TIFIA
application process requires project sponsors to meet a number of stringent criteria for revenue generation and creditworthiness, TIFIA projects also incentivize private investment. In practice, each dollar of federal grant funding can provide
up to $10 in TIFIA credit assistance and leverage $30 in transportation infrastructure investment.
TIFIA has provided $7.9 billion in credit assistance for 22 projects since 1999, which in total represent $29.4 billion in
infrastructure investment. One example of TIFIA’s ability to catalyze and streamline project financing is the recent start of
construction on a new Tappan Zee Bridge over the Hudson River. After decades of delays and false starts, in September
of 2012, the United States Department of Transportation approved a plan to replace the existing Tappan Zee Bridge with
a new dual-span bridge north of the current structure. NEPA approvals took just ten months, instead of several years,
because the Obama administration designated the Tappan Zee Bridge replacement as a high priority project, which
enabled the fast-tracking of environmental impact review and permitting processes. Of the $5 billion total project cost,
$1.6 billion (approximately 33% of the total cost) was financed by a direct TIFIA loan, which will be repaid by New York
State Thruway Authority’s (“NYSTA”) system revenues. Under the terms of the closing, the NYSTA will not begin to draw
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on bridge proceeds until early 2019 and will not make any repayments until 2024. The closing of the TIFIA loan came
one day after the closing on the sale of $1.6 billion in five-year bonds to help finance the project. The NYSTA developed
an innovative new credit structure to use the TIFIA loan proceeds to pay off the $1.6 billion in short-term bonds, for which
there was strong market demand at a significantly lower interest rate than the 35-year TIFIA loan. The remaining project
costs will be financed by toll-backed bonds and notes issued by the NYSTA. The new Tappan Zee Bridge project is just
one example of how a national investment bank can help advance qualified, large-scale projects that otherwise might be
delayed or deferred because of size, complexity, or uncertainty over the timing of revenues.

Creating IRSA and Privatizing Amtrak
In order to achieve the goal of separating Amtrak’s infrastructure
management from its transportation operations, there must be a new
federal entity charged with taking over and modernizing Amtrak’s
capital program. This new Interstate Rail Systems Authority, or

Interstate Rail Systems Authority

IRSA, would live within the US DOT and oversee a number of
infrastructure-based duties, including:

•

Designing and constructing high-speed intercity lines along key rail corridors, including the Northeast
Corridor;

•

Managing the signaling, leasing, and use of its track assets by various passenger and freight operators;

•

Maintaining and upgrading its existing track assets based on current demand;

•

Purchasing and developing right-of-ways and accompanying real estate for use within its rail network;

•

Issuing bonds and other financial instruments to help finance future infrastructure projects; and

•

Expanding the national, intercity rail system to strategic, underserved markets.

Amtrak, on the other hand, must become a truly private entity focused solely on offering intercity passenger rail service.
However, in order to “cut the cord” from the government, a number of changes must be made to allow Amtrak to
eliminate its reliance on federal subsidies and ownership.

Amtrak Balance Sheet

May 2014, in millions of dollars

Assets
Current Assets

Liabilities
$937

Locomotives / Other Rolling Stock

$4,342

Right-of-Way and Other Properties

$11,528

Other Property and Equipment

$1,887

Depreciation and Amortization

-$6,810

Other Assets

$190

Total Assets

$12,074

Current Liabilities

$1,217

Long-Term Debt / Capital Lease
Obligations

$1,118

Other Liabilities

$2,540

Total Liabilities

$4,876

Capitalization
Stock and Other Paid-In-Capital

$38,713

Accumulated Deficit / Other Loss

-$31,513

Total Capitalization

$7,199
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In terms of division of assets, IRSA would take ownership of all of Amtrak’s current trackage, stations, structures, and
other property, which are currently valued at approximately $13 billion, exclusive of depreciation and amortization.
Amtrak would retain ownership of its locomotives and rolling stock, currently valued at approximately $4 billion, exclusive
of depreciation and amortization. Further, current liabilities of approximately $5 billion would be apportioned equitably
based on the division of assets.

IRSA Income Generation
In terms of revenues and expenses, IRSA would generate income in a number of different ways. Like the Federal
Highway Administration’s reliance on the Highway Trust Fund, IRSA would rely on a newly created Interstate Rail
Infrastructure Trust Fund (“IRITF”) as its primary source of funding. Initial capital in the IRITF would come from the
liquidation of assets that are non-essential to IRSA’s mission. This would include the sale of Amtrak-owned stations,
platforms, and tracks exclusive of the Northeast Corridor right-of-way and trackage south of New York City.
Relinquishing ownership of these assets would also allow local and state entities more in-tuned with the needs of a given
train station or stretch of track to maintain them and make market-appropriate improvements. For instance, New York
Penn Station, whose use is dominated by NJ Transit and MTA LIRR, would be sold to a local or state agency able to
better care for the needs of New York and New Jersey commuters. The IRITF would also receive annual federal
appropriations similar to those that have become necessary to finance the Highway Trust Fund. However, unlike the
Highway Trust Fund, these federal appropriations would be stipulated from the inception of the trust fund and would be
secured in longer-term funding increments, which would avoid the year-to-year negotiations that have threatened the
fiscal stability of many highway and mass transit projects.

IRSA Organizational Chart
Federal
Intercity and

Appropriations

Amtrak

Regional Rail
Ticket Taxes
Track

Transit-Oriented
Development
Taxes / Revenue

Interstate Rail

Access

Infrastructure Trust Fund

and Toll

Public Operators

Revenues

American

Other

Investment

Private Operators

Bank

Design

Bond Issuance

Construction

Maintenance

Infrastructure
Management

In addition, the IRITF would collect track access and toll revenues from the various operators using its track assets, such
as Amtrak, the various public operators and commuter systems, and future private operators. Finally, like the Highway
Trust Fund, the IRITF would receive the proceeds of “user-fee” taxes. However, instead of a fuel tax, the IRITF would
collect a passenger rail tax levied on intercity and regional rail tickets for trains utilizing IRSA’s track assets. Where track
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access and toll revenues would increase

Comparative Travel Costs by Mode

with an increased number of trains, user-

2013, select routes (bolded price is the least expensive)

fee taxes would increase with increased
passenger ridership. Further, the IRITF

Route

Miles

Flight
Cost

Amtrak
Cost

Bus
Cost

New York - Seattle

2,400

$142

$266

$139

Chicago - Oakland

1,830

$170

$205

$119

Chicago - Los Angeles

1,740

$135

$156

$119

multiple ways of replenishing the IRITF

Chicago - Seattle

1,710

$126

$159

$119

from its inception, IRSA will be able to rely

Denver - Oakland

954

$90

$130

$99

will avoid the problems that have

New York - Orlando

950

$96

$127

$59

destabilized the Highway Trust Fund.

Chicago - Denver

885

$74

$138

$99

also receive direct capital funding through

Chicago - New Orleans

838

$105

$117

$89

Chicago - New York

731

$90

$97

$55

Oakland - Seattle

670

$100

$100

$70

Atlanta - Washington

547

$104

$108

$49

Oakland - Portland

544

$71

$80

$78

Chicago - Memphis

492

$159

$99

$16

Atlanta - New Orleans

424

$79

$110

$9

Oklahoma City - San Antonio

409

$87

$59

$76

Cincinnati - Washington

409

$69

$70

$11

Boston - Washington

398

$65

$152

$16

Denver - Salt Lake City

390

$96

$75

$69

Chicago - Minneapolis

333

$54

$102

$9

Chicago - St. Louis

258

$94

$25

$13

Chicago - Detroit

234

$94

$32

$6

Houston - San Antonio

192

$54

$33

$8

Portland - Seattle

129

$83

$32

$10

would collect real estate taxes and
revenues on transit-oriented
developments created in conjunction with
IRSA or through the sale of transferrable
development rights. By designating

on a secure source of annual funding and

Finally, in addition to the IRITF, IRSA would
a newly created American Investment
Bank (“AIB”). The AIB, like the EIB, will be
able to leverage government financing in
order to raise additional private financing
and offer below-market rate terms to
qualified infrastructure projects such as
the expansion of IRSA’s high-speed rail
network along the Northeast Corridor.

Amtrak Income Generation and
Route Selection
Without the availability of a federal
subsidy, a fully privatized Amtrak must
strike a balance between its successful
and failing routes in order to remain
profitable. Amtrak’s most successful
routes generally have two things in
common: 1) they are under 750 miles in
total length; and 2) they do not offer fullservice amenities. For trains traveling
distances longer than 750 miles, the sheer
number of intermediate stops typically
reduces average speed to well-below
comparable automobile or bus travel
speeds. Because of these low average

speeds and high overall travel times, long-distance routes require additional amenities and service, including sleeper
cabins, dining cars with waiter service and multiple free meals, and the availability of checked baggage, which in turn
drives up operational costs. As a result, for many long-distance routes, air and bus travel are not only faster, but also
less expensive, even with Amtrak pricing its long-distance fares at steep discounts below actual cost.
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Amtrak Cost Recovery by Route Distance
2013, all routes
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The combination of these factors make Amtrak’s long-distance routes generally profit-prohibitive. Over the past five
years alone, Amtrak’s long-distance operations have lost nearly $3 billion. This lack of profits has delayed infrastructure
improvements and the acquisition of new rolling stock, which in turn has made long-distance rail travel more outdated
and less enjoyable than comparable long-distance transport modes. Indeed, since 1990, long-distance rail ridership has
decreased by 20%, whereas short-distance ridership has increased by nearly 300% over the same time period. The only
reason why Amtrak continues to operate long-distance routes is because of their federally mandated mission and the
availability of a federal operations subsidy. Because these routes operate at below cost, private bus and rail operators
have been effectively shut out from competition in smaller markets currently without alternative intercity service options.
In terms of short-distance routes, Northeast Corridor lines such as the Acela Express and Northeast Regional would
continue to provide a significant portion of a newly privatized Amtrak’s profits. A number of other routes currently
operating below 100% cost-recovery have, nevertheless, shown great ridership gains and positive profit elasticity in
recent years. For instance, Hiawatha service, which runs between Chicago and Milwaukee, currently recovers 93% of its
operation costs, and, over the past five years, for every one percent gain in ridership, it gained five percent in cost
recovery. Amtrak should retain routes, such as Hiawatha service, whose profitability is positively impacted by increased
ridership. On the other hand, a number of other short-distance lines, such as the Ethan Allen Express, Heartland Flyer,
and Vermonter, have shown negative profit elasticity, meaning that they have actually increased their losses with
increased ridership and revenue. Finally, many short-distance routes operate at annual deficits that are completely
unsustainable and unsalvageable under a privatized Amtrak. For instance, in 2013, Wolverines service recovered only
45% of its operational costs and lost $50 for every ticket sold. There is no reason why Amtrak should retain shortdistance routes along lines that have shown a consistent inability to grow ridership or increase profitability.
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Amtrak Revenue and Cost per Passenger
2013, all routes

Revenue per
Passenger

Cost per
Passenger

Profit / Loss per
Passenger

Cost Recovery

$162.34

$91.47

$70.86

177.5%

$72.82

$56.29

$16.53

129.4%

$40.24

$47.08

-$6.85

85.5%

$42.43

$46.76

-$4.32

90.8%

$39.87

$48.83

-$8.96

81.7%

Other Short Distance
Routes

$53.19

$75.56

-$22.36

70.4%

Long Distance Routes

$119.65

$251.59

-$131.94

47.6%

Acela Express
Northeast Regional
Select Northeast Routes
(Downeaster, Keystone,
Washington Regional,
Adirondack, Empire)

Select Midwest Routes
(Illinois Zephyr, Hiawatha,
Missouri River Runner)

Select California Routes
(Capitol Corridor, San
Joaquin, Pacific Surfliner)

Based on an analysis of Amtrak’s existing operations, and in order to remain profitable and ensure ridership gains in the
future, Amtrak should retain service on the Northeast Corridor, select northeast routes, select midwest routes, select
California routes, the Cascades line, and the Carolinian line. Amtrak should discontinue all of its remaining short-distance
routes and all of its long-distance routes. Under PRIIA Section 209, Amtrak could either continue operating applicable
short-distance routes in conjunction with state funding arrangements, or it could turn these operations completely over to
the respective states. This reduction in service will, in the short term, reduce transportation options for those people who
rely on these routes for intercity travel, especially in underserved and isolated rural markets. However, the reason why
these routes need to be discontinued is because they are financially unsustainable. These routes have inhibited the
modernization of Amtrak’s intercity passenger rail system in not just those failing markets, but also throughout the nation
as a whole due to Amtrak’s current cost sharing financial structure. Nevertheless, without below-market Amtrak service,
private operators will finally be able to fairly compete for riders along these discontinued corridors. Just as bus
companies such as California Shuttle Bus, MegaBus, and BoltBus have filled previously underserved demand for
discounted regional transit in California and the northeast, there is no reason why a privately operated “BoltTrain” or new
bus operator cannot fill the gap in the markets that Amtrak would be discontinuing operations.
Finally, if Amtrak or other future private rail operators are going to compete across all modes of intercity transportation,
Congress must pass legislation to level the playing field by exempting intercity passenger rail workers from coverage
under the RRA and FELA, which have both increased Amtrak’s labor costs above market rates for comparable jobs.
Where these labor laws were originally meant to protect railroad employees from workplace dangers, a newly privatized
Amtrak would no longer engage in many of the dangerous jobs that originally necessitated the passage of these labor
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laws. Amtrak’s labor costs have also risen, in part, due to its inability to effectively negotiate contracts with the almost
90% of its work force covered by labor agreements. As Amtrak continues to lose more and more money each year,
unions continue to drive above-market wage increases without sufficient justification. These labor agreements also
contain labor protection clauses, which guarantee termination payouts depending on the number of years a worker has
been employed by Amtrak. On average, for each employee that Amtrak terminates, it faces approximately $200,000 in
termination payments over the subsequent five years.

Annual Labor Cost per Infrastructure Worker
Amtrak vs. European Average

The RRA, FELA, and various union agreements have
resulted in an unsustainable long-term worker
arrangement with disproportionately high labor
costs. Last year, total employee compensation

$105,000

equaled 94% of Amtrak’s ticket revenue, and an
onboard Amtrak worker made an average of $25.54
per hour in base wages. However, because of the
high rate of employee contribution to a worker’s

$84,000

medical insurance, railroad retirement, post-

Benefits

employment benefits, dental insurance, disability
insurance, life insurance, unemployment, railroad
workers’ compensation under FELA, and

$63,000

administrative fees, Amtrak also paid an average of
Overtime
and Other
Extra
Wages

$15.65 per hour in additional employee benefits. In
total, an average onboard worker (waiter, bartender,
attendant, etc.) costs Amtrak $41.19 per hour in
wages and benefits, and total compensation
averaged approximately $102,500 per employee in

$42,000

2013. By comparison, passenger trains run by the
Alaska Railroad and Maine Eastern Railroad using
independent contractors pay their onboard workers

$21,000

$8 to $13 per hour in base wages. In comparison

Base Wage

with European operators, the largest discrepancy in
labor costs comes from higher overtime pay and
benefits per worker. If Amtrak were given a fresh
start with exemptions from the RRA and FELA,

$0

private bargaining power, and a more consolidated

Amtrak

European Average

business structure, it would be able to reduce its
historically high labor costs and increase profitability.

Achieving Financial Independence
In order to achieve Amtrak privatization, there must be both a genuine sale of federally-held assets as well as a complete
termination of federal oversight and subsidies. The most efficient and market-driven way to accomplish this goal is
through an initial public offering, of which the federal government has relevant experience. In 1987, the federal
government divested itself of Conrail, the federally-owned freight railroad based largely in the northeast and midwest,
through an IPO that raised $1.7 billion. In the year prior to IPO, Conrail earned $431 million on revenues of $3.14 billion.
Ten years later, a privatized Conrail was acquired by CSX for $8.4 billion in cash and stock. Compared with the
divestiture of Conrail, which had been earning profits since 1981, the divestiture of Amtrak through an IPO presents
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numerous questions as to what the likely proceeds might be, considering that Amtrak has 1) never operated at a profit;
2) holds $1.4 billion in long-term debt; 3) has billions of dollars in deferred short and long-term capital improvements; and
4) has a number of unfunded labor expenses. However, by adopting the changes recommended in this report, Amtrak
will achieve profitability from day one of its privatized operations, thus ensuring significant proceeds in an IPO.

Amtrak’s Projected Income

2014 to 2018, millions of dollars, select routes
Northeast Corridor
Revenue

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

$984

$1,044

$1,133

$1,192

$1,227

$1,273

$1,312

$1,356

Costs

$728

$735

$760

$779

$803

$834

$863

$896

Income (EBIDTA)

$256

$309

$373

$412

$425

$439

$449

$460

Select Short Distance Routes
Revenue

$442

$460

$526

$542

$558

$575

$592

$610

Costs

$508

$533

$620

$625

$631

$636

$642

$648

Income (EBITDA)

-$66

-$73

-$94

-$83

-$73

-$61

-$50

-$38

Total Operational Revenue

$1,426

$1,504

$1,659

$1,733

$1,785

$1,848

$1,904

$1,966

Total Operational Costs

$1,236

$1,268

$1,380

$1,405

$1,433

$1,470

$1,505

$1,544

$190

$236

$279

$329

$352

$378

$400

$422

Total Income (EBITDA)

By its own projections, Amtrak estimates that the select routes identified for retention by this report, which include the
Acela Express, Northeast Regional, Capitols, San Joaquin, Pacific Surfliner, Downeaster, Keystone, Washington
Regional, Adirondack, Illinois Zephyr, Hiawatha, Missouri River Runner, Cascades, and Carolinian, will continue to
generate significant income and profit growth. In 2013, these routes had a total ridership of 23.5 million passengers and
earned $279 million on $1.7 billion in revenue and $1.4 billion in expenses, which amounted to an average of a 20%
operational margin. By comparison, in 2009, these routes only recovered 95% of their operating costs. Amtrak projects
that by 2018, without making any changes to its business or financial structure, these select routes will earn $422 million
in profits.
With the changes recommended in this report, Amtrak will be able to increase its operational profitability significantly.
One way to increase profitability is through the elimination of numerous shared costs that would not carry-over to a
privatized Amtrak, such as capital infrastructure costs, certain depreciation and debt service costs, and discontinued
route costs. The consolidation and streamlining of its business activities would also help to reduce administrative
overhead and increase operational efficiency. Further, while Amtrak has taken considerable steps to eliminate a large
portion of its long-term debt over the past decade, it would also be able to apply the proceeds of asset liquidation
towards further reducing or eliminating its current long-term debt. Finally, a privatized Amtrak would be able to greatly
increase its profitability if it were able to lower its labor costs through some of the recommended legislative reforms
discussed earlier in this section.
Overall, the privatization of Amtrak and creation of IRSA are not only feasible, but also necessary to ensure the long-term
success of the nation’s intercity passenger rail system and creation of a modern high-speed rail network. Without
comprehensive reforms, such as those discussed in this report, Amtrak will continue to lose billions of dollars each year,
federal funding will remain unstable, and much-needed capital improvements will remain deferred.
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Improving the Northeast Corridor
In choosing the future route of an improved, high-speed Northeast Corridor, it is important to address the disparate
needs of the southern and northern sections individually. For instance, while the southern section of the Northeast
Corridor is owned by Amtrak in its entirety and can be improved as needed, the northern section is owned by a variety of
different railroads with differing needs. Further, the current southern section of the Northeast Corridor travels through
every major city in between Washington and New York. The current northern section, on the other hand, bypasses some
of the largest population centers in between New York and Boston and travels along a relatively unpopulated, yet curvy
section of eastern Connecticut and southern Rhode Island.
There are, however, are a number of standards that should guide planning across the entire Northeast Corridor. For
example, any future high-speed route in the Northeast Corridor region needs a dedicated right-of-way to achieve the
fastest travel times with the least congestion from other freight or commuter railroads. Achieving higher speeds also
requires that any intermediate station stops allow for bypass tracks for express trains. In addition, large capital
investments in the Northeast Corridor’s infrastructure must also add value to the overall system by expanding markets
and creating new demand throughout the broader Northeast Corridor region. Achieving this goal must include the
incorporation of strategic transit-oriented developments as well as connections for local transportation systems. In sum,
if the United States is preparing to invest tens of billions of dollars in its intercity passenger rail infrastructure over the
course of several decades, it must get its money’s worth by ensuring that improvements result in comprehensive benefits
for entire regions of the country as opposed to limited improvements for limited populations.
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Washington to Newark - Phase I
Compared to the northern section of the Northeast Corridor, the southern section of the Northeast Corridor was built to
accommodate high-speed rail, and incremental improvements can go a long way towards achieving faster and more
efficient service. For instance, in 2011, the US DOT granted Amtrak $450 million to implement the New Jersey HighSpeed Rail Improvement Program (“NJHSRIP”), which will upgrade and improve the catenary, power, track, and signal
systems on the Northeast Corridor primarily between New Brunswick, NJ and Trenton, NJ. These improvements will
facilitate increased speeds and improved reliability for all users of the Northeast Corridor and will eventually lead to higher
levels of service for both Amtrak and NJ Transit. The NJHSRIP is scheduled to be completed in 2017, and Amtrak has
already begun testing trains at speeds of 165 miles per hour along the segment of track.
Phase I improvements along the remainder of the southern section of the Northeast Corridor will mirror the sorts of
improvements being implemented by the NJHSRIP. Constructing constant-tension catenary wire, improving signaling
systems, and modifying curves across other key segments of track will help to increase current maximum speeds
throughout the entire southern section of the Northeast Corridor. In addition, the replacement and rearrangement of a
number of key interlockings throughout the southern section of the Northeast Corridor would improve travel times
through congested bottlenecks in southern New Jersey, eastern Pennsylvania, and Delaware. Even using current train
sets and the Northeast Corridor’s existing right-of-way, an initial phase of improvements can go a long way towards
increasing maximum train speeds to 160 miles per hour across a large portion of trackage in between Washington and
Newark.
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Newark to Washington, current conditions vs. Phase I improvements
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The total cost of Phase I improvements is estimated to be $8.7 billion over the course of approximately ten years. As
outlined more specifically on the next page, these improvements will allow for increased train speeds and reliability as well
as decreased congestion, thus reducing overall travel times along the southern section of the Northeast Corridor.
Average speed limits would increase from 97 miles per hour to approximately 120 miles per hour including several
segments of track allowing speeds over 150 miles per hour. Improvements to signaling and track capacity would further
increase average speeds. Travel time from Newark to Washington would drop by a half hour to under two hours. Travel
time from Newark to Philadelphia would drop to under 40 minutes, and travel time from Philadelphia to Washington
would drop to under 80 minutes.
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Phase I Infrastructure Improvements
Washington to Newark, cost in millions of dollars
Location

Description

Cost

Landover, MD
to Odenton, MD

Construct a fourth track and upgrade the existing track along a 16mile segment from a new Hanson Interlocking at Landover, MD to
Grove Interlocking north of Odenton, MD.

$400

BWI Airport, MD

Construct a fourth track and upgrade the existing track along a 9mile segment from Grove Interlocking to Winans Interlocking;
Construct two center-island platforms to allow express trains to stop
at platforms without crossing over to local tracks, thus reducing
congestion, delays, and travel times.

$650

Gunpowder River Bridge
Replacement

Northeast of
Baltimore, MD

Replace the 100-year-old, two-track Gunpowder River Bridge with a
modern, four-track bridge in order to increase capacity and reliability
for Amtrak, MARC, and freight railroads.

$1,740

Bush River Bridge
Replacement

Northeast of
Baltimore, MD

Replace the 100-year-old, two-track Bush River Bridge with a
modern, four-track bridge in order to increase capacity and reliability
for Amtrak, MARC, and freight railroads.

$400

Susquehanna River
Bridge Replacement

Northeast of
Baltimore, MD

Replace the 108-year-old, two-track Susquehanna River Bridge with
a modern, four track bridge in order to increase capacity and
reliability for Amtrak, MARC, and freight railroads.

$850

Northeast Maryland
Track Improvements

Gunpowder, MD
to Perryville, MD

Upgrade track, signals, and interlockings in between the
Gunpowder Bridge and Perry Interlocking to reduce congestion and
achieve 160 mile-per-hour speeds.

$250

Wilmington Area Track
Improvements

Wilmington, DE

Complete a third track throughout the state of Delaware and replace
the Brandywine River Bridge to reduce congestion for Amtrak and
SEPTA.

$100

Northeast Delaware
Track Improvements

Northeast of
Wilmington, DE

Reconstruct the Bell and Holly Interlockings to streamline train
movements and maintain four-track service thereby separating
SEPTA and freight operations from Amtrak.

$300

Philadelphia, PA

Expand the Philadelphia Interlocking Flyover in order to fully
separate SEPTA’s operations from Amtrak leading to 30th Street
Station and, thus, reduce congestion and delay.

$210

Trenton, NJ

Reconfigure Morris, Fair, and Ham Interlockings to allow for
increased speed and reduced congestion.

$400

Elizabeth, NJ

Construct a fifth track, modify curvature south of Elizabeth, and
improve Elmora and Lane Interlockings to increase speeds and
reduce congestion.

$600

Newark, NJ

Construct a new flyover at Hunter Interlocking in order to allow NJ
Transit trains to join the Northeast Corridor without having to cross
tracks at grade.

$250

Signal and Control
Upgrades

Washington, DC
to Newark , NJ

Update Amtrak’s signaling systems and control centers in between
Washington and Newark in order to increase speed, improve
reliability, and reduce congestion.

$700

Catenary and Power
Supply Upgrades

Washington, DC
to Newark, NJ

Replace current power systems with constant-tension catenary
wires and upgrade substations to increase reliability and speed.

$1,800

Hanson to Grove
Interlocking Fourth Track

BWI Airport Track and
Station Improvements

Philadelphia Interlocking
Improvements
Trenton Track
Improvements
Elizabeth Track
Improvements
Hunter Flyover
Construction

Total
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$8,650

Washington to Newark - Phase II
Achieving even faster speeds along the southern portion of the Northeast Corridor will require significant infrastructural
improvements in order to completely separate high-speed trains from slower commuter and freight trains, which have
caused increasing congestion and delays over the past several decades. Among the 1.2 million people in the Northeast
Corridor region who get to work by commuter rail, 62% of passengers and 53% of trains travel along at least some
portion of the Northeast Corridor. Further, freight interference has increased nearly ten-fold over the past 20 years.
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The simplest way to increase capacity and reduce delays along the southern section of the Northeast Corridor is through
the construction of new, independent alignments that are able to bypass congested urban cores and, thus, achieve
faster speeds. However, because of existing buildings and structures, the addition of tracks to the current Northeast
Corridor right-of-way would require significant property acquisitions that would unavoidably drive up costs. In addition,
the greatest drops in speed occur as tracks pass through the center of a city as existing infrastructure bends around
century-old alignments in order to access a given city’s station. Finally, in between express stations, curve smoothing
must be performed to allow high-speed trains to reach greater speeds in order to reduce intra-station travel times.
In July of 2012, Amtrak announced a $7.5 billion
master plan to redevelop and improve Washington
Union Station. The 20-year plan proposes changes
that would not only improve the passenger
experience through the construction of a new train
shed and concourse spaces, but also increase overall
train capacity and allow for the accommodation of
high-speed train service through the station with the
construction of a lower track level. Amtrak proposes
that this lower level of trackage would be connected
to the southern section of the Northeast Corridor by
means of a bored tunnel traveling northeast from the
redeveloped Union Station to the vicinity of the
Rendering of Washington Union Station’s new train shed interior with
reconstructed track and platforms on the main level

Anacostia River.
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In addition to the Washington

Phase II Infrastructure Improvements

Union Station Master Plan, Phase

Washington to Newark

II improvements along the
southern section of the Northeast
Corridor require the bypassing of

Baltimore Area Improvements

Existing
Northeast
Corridor

Baltimore
Penn Station

several downtown stations in
order to avoid a bottleneck of
congestion and reduced speeds.
In Baltimore, a new deep-bore
tunnel through the city center
would be constructed to bypass
the 140-year-old B&P Tunnel as

New Baltimore
Tunnel

well as the existing tight curves of
the original station approach. In
the middle of the new tunnel, a

Charles Center
Station

new Charles Center Station
would be constructed in the
center business district with
direct access to the inner harbor,

Northeast Maryland Improvements
New
High-Speed
Bypass

convention center, and Camden

N
To

rk,
ewa

Yards. The new station would

DE

also provide links to the Baltimore
Metro Subway and Light Rail
systems. Overall, the new
Charles Center Station and tunnel

D

y

To

rr
Pe

,M
ville

would increase maximum speeds
from 30 to 55 miles-per-hour
Existing
Northeast
Corridor

through Baltimore to above 150
miles-per-hour, cutting travel time

MD

DE

between Baltimore and
Washington in half and
dramatically increasing demand.
An additional track bypass would

Wilmington Area Improvements

be constructed over a 20-mile
segment from Perryville, MD to
Newark, DE in order to increase

Wilmington
Station

speeds from 130 miles per hour
to 220 miles per hour. A similar
bypass would also be

Existing
Northeast
Corridor

constructed in Delaware, which
would allow express trains to
Wilmington
High-Speed
Bypass

completely circumvent the tight
curves and reduced speed limits
around the Wilmington Station
area.
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Phase II
Infrastructure
Improvements
Philadelphia

North
Philadelphia
Station

30th Street
Station

Market East
Station

New
Philadelphia
Tunnel

Philadelphia
Airport Station

For trains approaching Philadelphia from the south, the four main line tracks of the Northeast Corridor are joined by two
SEPTA tracks at Phil Interlocking. Of these six tracks, one track ends, one track branches off to the South Philadelphia
Freight Yard, and two tracks join another SEPTA line that travels through the upper level of 30th Street Station, thus
leaving just two Northeast Corridor tracks to terminate in Philadelphia. Leaving Philadelphia towards New Jersey, the two
Northeast Corridor tracks are once again joined by two SEPTA tracks. North of the city, another SEPTA line diverges
from the Northeast Corridor at Lehigh Interlocking just below the North Philadelphia Station. These divergences and
convergences of track occur over the course of numerous tight curves through densely populated areas. Accordingly,
achieving faster speeds through Philadelphia requires the complete bypass of the existing Northeast Corridor and 30th
Street Station. Phase II improvements to the southern section of the Northeast Corridor would involve the construction
of a 20-mile bypass tunnel from the Tacony area of Northeast Philadelphia through the city center and Philadelphia
Airport before rejoining the existing Northeast Corridor by Eddystone, PA. A new station would be constructed
perpendicular to the current Market East Station. By relocating Philadelphia’s Northeast Corridor station to the urban
core, travelers will have intermodal access to not only the central business district, but also a direct link to 15 regional
and local rail lines. A new Philadelphia Airport Station would also be constructed to complement the ongoing expansion
of the near-capacity airport.
Overall, Phase II improvements to the southern section of the Northeast Corridor would allow for dramatic increases in
speed as well as reduced congestion in some of the Northeast Corridor’s longest-standing bottlenecks. These
improvements will complete a fully-separated express lane throughout the entirety of the southern section of the
Northeast Corridor allowing high-speed trains to bypass traditional choke points caused by freight and commuter
railroads. In comparison to Phase I, Phase II improvements would increase maximum speeds throughout the corridor to
220 miles-per-hour, thus reducing travel time from Washington to Newark to approximately 85 minutes.
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Phase II Infrastructure Improvements
Washington to Newark, cost in millions of dollars
Location

Description

Cost

Washington,
D.C.

Construct a bored, two-track tunnel along a 6.5-mile segment from
a new lower-level of Washington Union Station to the existing
Northeast Corridor main line at Landover, MD in order to reduce
congestion, delays, and overall travel times.

$1,100

Baltimore Bypass Tunnel

Baltimore, MD

Construct a bored, two-track tunnel along a 7.1-mile segment
through central Baltimore in order to reduce congestion, delays, and
overall travel times.

$1,200

Charles Center Station

Baltimore, MD

Construct a new, underground station in central Baltimore to
accommodate high-speed, intercity service.

$600

East Baltimore /
Gunpowder River Track
Improvements

Northeast of
Baltimore, MD

Construct a new, high-speed track segment from East Baltimore to
Edgewood, MD, including a new, high-speed Gunpowder River
bridge in order to reduce curvature and increase maximum speeds.

$540

Perryville, MD to
Newark, DE

Construct a new, high-speed track segment from Perryville, MD to
Newark, DE in order to reduce curvature and increase maximum
speeds.

$680

Wilmington, DE

Construct a new, high-speed alignment along a 5-mile segment
through Wilmington, DE in order to allow for super-express service
and reduce congestion, delays, and overall travel times.

$250

Philadelphia Area Track
Improvements

Philadelphia, PA

Construct a bored, two-track tunnel along a 20-mile segment from
Northeast Philadelphia, through the city center, to Eddystone, PA in
order to reduce congestion, delays, and overall travel times.

$4,000

Market East Station

Philadelphia, PA

Construct a new, underground station in central Philadelphia to
accommodate high-speed, intercity service.

$3,000

Philadelphia Airport
Station

Philadelphia, PA

Construct a new, underground station at Philadelphia International
Airport to accommodate high-speed, intercity service.

$500

Metuchen, NJ

Construct a two-track bypass along a 4.5-mile segment from I-287,
through Metuchen, NJ, to Metropark Station in order to eliminate
track curvature and increase maximum speeds.

$400

Washington Area Track
Improvements

Northeast Maryland
Track Improvements

Wilmington Bypass

Metuchen Curve
Smoothing

Total
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$12,270

Newark to New York - The Hudson Terminal Plan
The 9-mile segment of track running from Newark, NJ to New York Penn Station contains the highest density of train/mile
per track/mile in the entire Amtrak system and one of the highest ratios of train movements per track in the United
States. From Newark Airport Station, six tracks converge to four tracks at Hunter Interlocking before diverging to six
station tracks at Newark Penn Station (exclusive of the PATH train). From Newark, the six station tracks converge to
three tracks at Dock Interlocking and then converge once again to two tracks at Hudson Interlocking. These two tracks
proceed over the Portal Bridge, through Secaucus Junction, and through the century-old North River Tunnels where they
arrive at New York Penn Station. If it were just Amtrak that were looking to upgrade this section of track, they would
have a hard enough time alone due to the existing infrastructural limitations. However, for the more than 100 daily
Amtrak trains traveling between Newark to New York, there are over 400 NJ Transit trains across six commuter lines that
also share this vital segment of rail. Thus, this strategic bottleneck not only poses challenges for intercity rail passengers,
but, to a much larger extent, represents a longstanding obstacle to the expansion of local and regional transit for
metropolitan commuters and residents. Indeed, Amtrak consists of just 5% of total Penn Station ridership during rush
hours. Moving forward, it is crucial that improvements to this segment of the Northeast Corridor comprehensively
address the unique obstacles faced by not only Amtrak, but also the New York metropolitan region as a whole.
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REAL TRANSIT’S Hudson Terminal Plan seeks to address the broad-based transportation challenges currently facing the
New York metropolitan region, including the lack of adequate cross-Hudson rail capacity, a limited number of tracks and
platforms serving Penn Station, and a gap in mass transit service to Manhattan’s West Side. Other recent proposals,
including Amtrak’s Gateway Program, have suggested the construction of just two new tracks along the existing
Northeast Corridor alignment from Newark into an expanded Penn Station. However, because of existing infrastructural
limitations, these proposals come with great costs for minimal relative benefits. Simply put, any high-speed rail plan that
involves Penn Station will sacrifice costs in order to continue relying on an overcrowded, century-old alignment.
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Hudson Terminal Plan Track Diagram
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The Hudson Terminal Plan suggests utilizing an alternative alignment—NJ Transit’s Morris and Essex Lines—that, while
already in use, is far less crowded, contains four tracks, and already terminates at the banks of the Hudson River in
Hoboken, which would in turn contain costs significantly. Since NJ Transit completed the Kearney Connection in 2003,
which created a crossover from these lines’ northernmost track to the Northeast Corridor at Swift Interlocking, 60% of NJ
Transit’s Morris and Essex Lines trains have been diverted to Penn Station instead of Hoboken Terminal. This connection
left the segment of track from Swift Interlocking to Hoboken Terminal underutilized, mostly because the majority of riders
wish to terminate in Manhattan as opposed to Hoboken. The Hudson Terminal Plan suggests redirecting high-speed
trains along the Northeast Corridor to these underutilized tracks and extending them from Hoboken to a new, waterfront
station in Manhattan. Not only would the Hudson Terminal Plan reduce demand for Penn Station-bound trains, thereby
containing growth and decreasing congestion, but high-speed trains would also be able to bypass the densest segment
of track in the nation in order to take a shorter, faster, and higher-capacity route into New York.
In 1991, NJ Transit completed the Waterfront Connection, which joined a previously converging Northeast Corridor track
to NJ Transit’s Morris and Essex Lines. This connection allowed, for the first time, Northeast Corridor trains to terminate
at Hoboken Terminal. The single-track connection converges with the third track of the Morris and Essex Lines at
Meadows Interlocking, but a fourth track diverges once again at West End Interlocking just before the Bergen Tunnel,
thus leaving an effective gap in the fourth track of the alignment. The Hudson Terminal Plan suggests filling this gap by
extending the single-track Waterfront Connection from Meadows Interlocking to West End Interlocking. This extension
would allow an inbound Northeast Corridor train to travel on a dedicated track from Newark to Hoboken. For an
outbound track, the Hudson Terminal Plan suggests constructing a single-track underpass from the western end of
Meadows Interlocking, under the Kearney Junction, to NJ Transit’s Hudson Yard, where it would join the Northeast
Corridor at Rea Interlocking. Since the majority of inbound Morris and Essex Lines trains leave this track at Swift
Interlocking heading towards New York Penn Station, this underpass would fill underused capacity and, for the first time,
allow an outbound Northeast Corridor train to travel on a dedicated track from Hoboken to Newark.
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Hudson Terminal Plan Track Diagram
Hoboken Station Redevelopment Detail
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In order to bring trains from Hoboken to Manhattan efficiently and quickly, Hoboken Terminal must undergo a number of
improvements in order to transform it into Hoboken Station. Track upgrades would bring the four main feeder tracks
from Bergen Tunnel to two new, high-level platforms at the southern end of the station, which would ensure faster
inbound and outbound service through Hoboken. The existing platforms and tracks would become a new Hoboken Rail
Yard for storing NJ Transit and Amtrak trains. The two exterior tracks will chiefly accommodate Amtrak and NJ Transit
service from the Northeast Corridor, while the two interior tracks will chiefly accommodate existing NJ Transit Hoboken
Division service. The inner two tracks will also connect to a future high-speed rail line traveling from New York City to
points north and east. In addition to commuter rail, the Hoboken Station Redevelopment will also include the
reconstruction of the Hoboken Hudson-Bergen Light Rail (“HBLR”) Station with a connection to Hoboken Tunnel. This
new HBLR connection will provide residents of Bayonne and Weehawken a one-seat ride into New York City and will
supply residents of Hoboken and Jersey City yet another direct route into Manhattan.
As trains depart Hoboken Station heading towards Manhattan, tracks will gradually submerge beneath a unified eastern
platform before arriving at the entrance to Hoboken Tunnel. This will ensure that trains sustain minimum grade decreases
while simultaneously providing a seamless, ADA-accessible concourse between the two new platforms, the new
Hoboken HBLR Station, Hoboken ferry service, and the existing Hoboken Station structures. In addition to the
construction of new platforms and the demolition of existing structures, Hoboken Station will also include the
construction of a new Western Overpass to allow additional pedestrian accessibility to the City of Hoboken, NJ Transit
Bus, and the Hoboken PATH Station. In addition to the improvement and redevelopment of the actual rail infrastructure,
the construction of new tracks and tunnels will coincide with the long-delayed Hoboken Redevelopment Plan. The most
recent iteration of this plan seeks to preserve and enhance the quality of life in Hoboken through smart growth and
transit-oriented development. New office zoning in close proximity to the station will allow for the establishment of a
modern commercial district in downtown Hoboken, while residential zoning changes along Observer Highway will
support the influx of workers and commuters into the surrounding areas.
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Hudson Terminal Rendering

14th Street

11th Avenue / Route 9A

Hudson Terminal - The Center of the New Northeast Corridor
From the western banks of the Hudson River, the new four-track, 4,100-foot
Hoboken Tunnel will travel eastward from Hoboken towards Manhattan. As the
tunnel approaches New York, the four tracks will curve northwards, traveling
parallel to the western coast of Manhattan before arriving at a new, premiere transit
destination on the Hudson River—Hudson Terminal. Located at the intersection of
14th Street, 11th Avenue, and the Hudson River, Hudson Terminal will
accommodate 26 tracks across 13 platforms. Unlike many new urban train
stations, Hudson Terminal will enjoy the unique advantage of starting with a
completely blank slate within the most densely populated city in the nation. This
will allow the station’s designers to take advantage of the most efficient, long-term
track layout without having to worry about razing occupied buildings and rerouting
dense networks of underground utilities and other structures.
Hudson Terminal will feature extra-long, columless platforms with multiple ADAcompliant entrance and exit points. Further, provisions will be made at the time of
construction to one day accommodate a second, sub-level of platforms beneath the
main structure and/or additional trackage to points north and east. The outer terminal
tracks, which would serve Northeast Corridor trains, will loop around the northern end
of the terminal to allow for Amtrak and future high-speed trains to continue to additional
destinations without reversing the direction of the train. Two additional loops will lead to
dedicated island platforms below the main track level, which will serve Hudson-Bergen Light
Rail trains as well as other future shuttle services.
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Under the Hudson Terminal Plan, cross-Hudson rail capacity would triple, which would allow planned service expansion
to continue without the capacity challenges currently threatening growth. In addition, the City of Hoboken will be able to
move forward with a redevelopment plan while incorporating new connections into Manhattan for New Jersey waterfront
communities along the Hudson-Bergen Light Rail system. The construction of a new, premiere rail station in Manhattan
will serve as the centerpiece of Amtrak’s future high-speed rail network. And New Yorkers will see new mass transit
improvements open up areas of Manhattan’s West Side that have been historically underdeveloped.
Because of the comprehensiveness of the benefits of the Hudson Terminal Plan, funding for the various elements would
come from several metropolitan agencies in addition to federal funding from IRSA. For instance, while the subway
elements would be managed by the MTA, the actual Hudson Terminal station structure would be owned by the Port
Authority of New York and New Jersey with space leased out to the various railroads. South of Hudson Terminal, future
real estate developments will also help finance the construction and maintenance of Hudson Terminal’s trackage,
platforms, and structure. Overall, the Hudson Terminal Plan will finally relieve the congested segment of track along the
Northeast Corridor from Newark to New York that, without significant improvement, will continue to prevent the
implementation of a truly modern high-speed rail network.
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Hudson Terminal Plan Improvements
Newark to New York, cost in millions of dollars
Location

Kearny Area
Track
Improvements
Hoboken Area
Track
Improvements

Lead Agency

Description

Cost

Kearny, NJ

NJ Transit /
Amtrak / IRSA

Construct a new, single-track Northeast Corridor outbound
underpass and extend the inbound waterfront connection in
order to bring two-way, electrified service from the Northeast
Corridor to Hudson Terminal.

$550

Hoboken, NJ

NJ Transit /
Amtrak / IRSA

Rearrange existing trackage to allow for four through-tracks
to run from Bergen Tunnel to a reconstructed Hoboken
Station.

$200

NJ Transit /
Amtrak / IRSA

Construct new station elements on the southern portion of
the existing site including two new, high-level platforms as
well as an elevated concourse on the western end of the
station to connect to downtown Hoboken.

$250

$2,100

Hoboken
Station
Redevelopment

Hoboken, NJ

Hoboken
Tunnel

Hoboken, NJ
to
New York, NY

NJ Transit /
Amtrak / IRSA

Construct a 4,100 foot, four-track, dual-level tunnel from
Hoboken Station to Hudson Terminal in order to increase
cross-Hudson capacity and reduce congestion and overall
travel time.

New York, NY

The Port Authority
/ IRSA

Construct a new, intermodal transit hub on the banks of the
Hudson River containing 13 platforms, 26 tracks,
connections to mass transit, and a ferry terminal.

$2,700

MTA

Extend the 7 and L-Lines to a new hub station at Hudson
Terminal and construct an intermediate station along the
7-Line at 23rd Street and 11th Avenue.

$2,000

Hudson
Terminal
7 and L-Line
Subway
Extensions

New York, NY

Total

$7,800

New York to Boston - A New Northeast Corridor Alignment
Unlike the southern section of the Northeast Corridor, which is a relatively straight alignment of four, Amtrak-owned
tracks traveling through every major city in between New York and Washington, the northern section of the Northeast
Corridor is not well-suited for modest upgrades to implement faster, more efficient intercity service. From New Rochelle
to Boston, Amtrak actually owns only a small portion of track through eastern Connecticut and Rhode Island, with the
remaining segments owned by the MTA, Connecticut DOT, and MBTA. In addition, with the exception of the four-track,
MTA Metro-North New Haven Line, the remainder of the northern section of the Northeast Corridor is just two tracks
wide. Further, widening the existing alignment from New Haven to Boston would be disproportionately expensive to
achieve through service for express trains wishing to avoid the dozens of intermediate stations in Connecticut, Rhode
Island, and Massachusetts. Fortunately, there are far fewer trains occupying the Northeast Corridor between New York
and Boston than between New York and Washington. For example, of the 47 daily trains traveling from Philadelphia to
New York, only 18 continue on to Boston. This discrepancy, however, begs the question of whether tens of billions of
dollars should be spent upgrading a segment of track that attracts significantly lower ridership when there are a number
of underserved markets within the broader region that would benefit from increased access to intercity passenger rail.
The answer is that intercity rail investments should add value to the regional system as a whole, instead of maintaining a
century-old alignment merely because it already exists. Aside from the question of demand, upgrading the existing
northern section of the Northeast Corridor would cost significantly more than creating a new alignment due to the tight
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6.0%

Yes

19

18

19

Hartford, CT

1,212

7.8%

No

2

2

0

most cost-effective way to improve the
New York to Boston route is by
constructing a completely independent
alignment.
In choosing a new right-of-way for the
northern section of the Northeast
Corridor, it is important that the new
alignment not only reaches
underserved markets, but also

BridgeportStamford, CT

917

10.7%

Yes

21

18

18

Albany, NY

871

7.5%

No

12

0

1

New Haven, CT

862

7.2%

Yes

20

19

18

Allentown, PA

821

19.5%

No

0

0

0

Worcester, MA

799

12.5%

No

0

0

20

prepares for additional expansion in the
future and creates new demand for
each completed segment track.
Among the 19 metropolitan statistical
areas (“MSAs”) in the Northeast
Corridor region with over 100,000
residents, nine MSAs with a combined
population of over six million residents
do not have any direct access to
express intercity rail service. Cities like

Springfield, MA

693

3.0%

No

2

2

1

Hartford and Springfield, which
combine for almost two million

PoughkeepsieNewburgh, NY

670

18.1%

No

9

0

0

Scranton, PA

564

-2.0%

No

0

0

0

Trenton, NJ

367

12.6%

Yes

31

21

9

residents and are only 100 miles from
Boston and New York, are still relatively
isolated in terms of the availability of
intercity rail service. Since 1990, other
MSAs like Poughkeepsie-Newburgh
and Worcester have grown much
faster than MSAs such as Providence

NorwichNew London, CT

274

Waterbury, CT

204

7.5%

Yes

10

9

11

and New Haven. Finally, the 100-mile
segment of track that runs through

1.9%

No

0

0

0

eastern Connecticut and Rhode Island
serves a relatively isolated population

Danbury, CT

168

22.7%

No

0

0

0

of just 300,000 residents.
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Proposed Alignment for the Northern
Section of the Northeast Corridor

Hartford

New York to Hartford

Future alignment
along Interstate-87
to Albany

Port Jervis Line

Waterbury
Stewart Airport
(Newburgh)
Danbury

Future alignment
along Interstate-84
to Scranton

Mahwah

Intermediate station at
Mahwah, NJ with a
connecting rail link to
MTA Metro North’s Port
Jervis Line

High-speed, twotrack HudsonBergen Tunnel from
Hoboken to Mahwah

New York City
Hudson Terminal

In order to open up access to cities such as Hartford and Springfield, the Northeast Corridor can travel along a number
of different routes. The existing path from New York to New Haven is riddled with tight curves, dense development, and
multiple competing commuter railroads. Thus, simply upgrading this alignment and constructing a high-speed
connection from New Haven to Hartford may be feasible, but would ultimately cost far more than an alternative route and
would benefit populations that already have access to high-speed, intercity rail service. Proposed alternative routes that
travel through Penn Station and deep into Long Island before curving up to New Haven en route to Hartford would also
incur tremendous costs to benefit resident populations that already have a diverse selection of transit options. Further, a
Long Island alignment would require the seizure of thousands of private properties through one of the densest residential
areas in the nation and would also require the construction of a 70-mile tunnel from New York to Connecticut. Overall,
the benefits of these proposed alignments are far outweighed by their costs, and they do little to add significant value to
the region’s transportation infrastructure as a whole.
To maximize the benefits of a new northern section of the Northeast Corridor, REAL TRANSIT proposes constructing a new
alignment through Stewart International Airport in Newburgh, NY. Getting to Stewart Airport from Hoboken Station
would require the construction of a 27-mile, high-speed rail tunnel to Mahwah, NJ, where the tracks would then follow
the general right-of-way of Interstate-87. At top speeds of 220 miles-per-hour, an express train could travel from Hudson
Terminal to Stewart Airport in under 25 minutes. Even at top speeds of just 120 miles-per-hour, an express train could
travel from Hudson Terminal to Stewart Airport in under 40 minutes. Continuing from Stewart Airport to Hartford, the
proposed alignment would follow Interstate-84 through intermediate stations in Danbury and Waterbury. At roughly the
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halfway point between New York and Boston, express trains traveling along the proposed alignment from Hudson
Terminal to Hartford at top speeds of 220 miles-per-hour would be able to make the trip in just 65 minutes.
There are a number of key benefits that the Stewart Airport alignment offers over competing alignments. First, creating a
high-speed rail line from Manhattan to Stewart Airport would, on its own, result in the designation of Stewart Airport as
the de facto fourth major airport of New York City. As the current owner of Stewart Airport as well as the metropolitan
region’s three other major airports, the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey has a vested interest in expanding its
passenger base in Stewart Airport and relieving the congestion within its other three major airports. In addition, the Port
Authority already owns the undeveloped land adjacent to the Stewart Airport site, which will significantly contain costs for
future expansion of the airport’s terminal structures and runways. Upon its opening, a Stewart Airport high-speed rail
station would realize significant, instantaneous demand, thus generating additional revenues that rail-only alignments
would not be able to offer. For comparison, the Port Authority’s JFK AirTrain, which travels from Jamaica Station and
Howard Beach to JFK Airport, has a daily ridership of over 11,000 passengers even without direct service to Manhattan.
The Stewart Airport station would also help to serve markets that have historically lacked the kinds of transit diversity
offered by similarly situated cities in relation to Manhattan. For instance, the Newburgh-Poughkeepsie metropolitan area
is roughly equidistant to Manhattan as the Trenton metropolitan area. Yet, there are over 80 daily, direct Amtrak and NJ
Transit trains from Trenton to New York compared to just 40 trains from the Newburgh-Poughkeepsie metropolitan area
to New York. This discrepancy exists despite Trenton having less than half the resident population as the NewburghPoughkeepsie metropolitan area. In addition, a Stewart Airport alignment would allow for commuters on the MTA MetroNorth’s Port Jervis Line to connect to Manhattan at significantly reduced travel times.
In terms of regional location, the Stewart Airport
alignment also allows for future expansion to
underserved markets in Pennsylvania and
northern New York, which would in turn broaden
Stewart Airport’s passenger-base and increase
ridership. And unlike other proposed alignments
that require at-grade construction through dense
areas of New York City, Westchester, Long Island,
and Connecticut, a Stewart Airport alignment
would be able to take advantage of multiple,
existing right-of-ways along Interstate-87 and
Interstate-84 in order to reduce the need for
eminent domain seizures. Construction of
elevated or at-grade trackage along these
highways would drive costs down compared to
the extensive tunnels needed to complete a
central Long Island or Connecticut waterfront
alignment. Overall, the Stewart Airport alignment
comprehensively addresses a number of longstanding, regional transportation challenges, such
as metropolitan airport overcrowding and delays,
underserved regional transit markets, and the
high cost of constructing new alignments through
Examples of elevated and at-grade highway rail alignments

saturated urban and suburban areas.
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Springfield Area Improvements

Springfield
Union
Station
Springfield
High-Speed
Bypass

Springfield
High-Speed
Station Spur

Existing New
HavenSpringfield Line

From Hartford, tracks would follow a new alignment along Interstate-91 towards Springfield. At the area around King’s
Island, tracks would diverge from the highway and join an upgraded, 10-mile portion of the existing, Amtrak-owned New
Haven-Springfield right-of-way. At the southern border of Springfield, the tracks would diverge with one spur looping into
the existing Springfield Union Station and another spur bypassing the city towards Interstate-90. A new alignment from
Springfield to Worcester would follow Interstate-90 for approximately 40 miles before diverging just east of Auburn, MA,
with one spur traveling through Worcester and another bypassing the city center heading towards Boston. The
Worcester spur would join existing tracks traveling northeast into the city center and through the existing Worcester
Union Station. Exiting the station, tracks would continue along a new, one-mile tunnel to bypass existing curves before
rejoining the existing right-of-way at Grafton Hill. The tracks would once again converge at East Milbury, MA to rejoin a
27-mile Interstate-90 alignment to Boston. At the intersection of Interstate-90 and Interstate-95, the alignment would
sink to a new 12-mile tunnel before terminating at a new, underground Boston Station. Provisions would be made to
allow for a future link to existing routes terminating at Boston’s North Station.

Worcester Area Improvements

Existing
Worcester
Through Tracks

Worcester
Union
Station

Worcester
High-Speed
Bypass
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New I-90
Alignment to
Boston

Northeast Corridor Northern Section Improvements
New York to Boston, cost in millions of dollars
Location

Description

Cost

Hoboken, NJ to
Mahwah, NJ

Construct a 27-mile, high-speed rail tunnel along a new alignment
from Hoboken, NJ to Mahwah, NJ.

$9,200

Mahwah, NJ

Construct a new, at-grade station in Mahwah, NJ to accommodate
high-speed, intercity service as well as expanded commuter rail
service.

$200

Suffern, NY

Construct a two-track flyover junction allowing Port Jervis Line
commuter trains to access the Hudson-Bergen Rail Tunnel and
terminate in Hudson Terminal.

$80

Suffern, NY to
Newburgh, NY

Construct a new, high-speed alignment along a 28-mile segment
from Suffern, NY to Stewart Airport along the Interstate-87
right-of-way.

$2,300

Stewart Airport Station

Newburgh, NY

Construct a new, intermodal hub station at Stewart Airport to
accommodate high-speed, intercity service as well as provisions for
future system expansion to points north and west.

$550

Interstate-84 High-Speed
Alignment

Newburgh, NY
to Hartford, CT

Construct a new, high-speed alignment along a 100-mile segment
from Newburgh, NY to Hartford, CT along the Interstate-84
right-of-way.

$8,200

Danbury and
Waterbury, CT

Construct two new, intermediate stations Danbury and
Waterbury, CT to accommodate high-speed, intercity service and
shuttle service to Stewart Airport.

$700

Hartford Area Track
Improvements

Hartford, CT

Construct a bored, two-track tunnel along an 8-mile segment
from southwest Hartford, through the city center, to the
Interstate-91/291 junction in Windsor, CT.

$1,240

Hartford Station

Hartford, CT

Construct a new, underground station in Hartford, CT to accommodate high-speed, intercity service.

$550

Windsor, CT

Construct a new, high-speed alignment along a 12-mile segment
from Windsor, CT to Kings Island along the Interstate-91 right-of-way
before rejoining the existing New Haven-Springfield Line.

$700

Springfield Area Track
Improvements

Springfield, MA

Construct a new station access spur and high-speed bypass tunnel
over a 5-mile segment from south Springfield to the existing
alignment along Blunt Park.

$600

Interstate-90 High-Speed
Alignment

Springfield, MA
to Worcester,
MA

Construct a new, high-speed alignment along a 45-mile segment
from Springfield, MA to Worcester, MA along the Interstate-90
right-of-way.

$3,700

Washington, DC
to Newark , NJ

Construct two spurs from the I-90 alignment to the existing
Worcester alignment and improve the tight curvature east of
Worcester Union Station.

$300

Worcester, MA
to Boston, MA

Construct a new, high-speed alignment along a 49-mile segment
from Worcester, MA to Boston, MA along the Interstate-90 right-ofway, including a 12-mile rail tunnel through the city center.

$6,200

Boston, MA

Construct a new, underground station in central Boston to accommodate high-speed, intercity service.

$4,400

Hudson-Bergen
Rail Tunnel

Mahwah Station

Port Jervis Line Junction
Interstate-87 High-Speed
Alignment

Danbury and Waterbury
Stations

Interstate-91 High-Speed
Alignment

Worcester Area Track
Improvements
Interstate-90 High-Speed
Alignment
Boston Station

Total

$38,920
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Capturing Value Through Transit-Oriented Development
Transit-Oriented Development (“TOD”) involves the strategic and often mutually-beneficial construction or redevelopment
of mixed-use properties in the immediate vicinity of a transportation infrastructure project. Successful TODs add value to
a given public transportation project by not only encouraging new ridership, but also catalyzing economic development.
To that end, where transit projects have difficulty securing funding through traditional methods, a comprehensive TOD
plan may assist in raising capital by leveraging future development revenues in exchange for financing. Government
agencies traditionally help to implement successful TODs through the imposition of district-specific zoning changes,
issuance of bonds, and utilization of a number of strategic value capture mechanisms.

The Hudson Yards Redevelopment Project
In New York, one of the most prominent examples of the mutually beneficial relationship between transportation
improvements and TOD is the Hudson Yards Redevelopment Project (“HYRP”). In the early 2000s, and in conjunction
with a bid to host the 2012 Olympics, the City of New York proposed extending the 7-Line Subway to Manhattan’s West
Side at 34th Street and 11th Avenue and redeveloping the adjacent, underdeveloped areas. However, despite the City’s
advocacy for the project, the MTA (a state agency) had already prioritized funding for other transit projects including the
LIRR’s East Side Access and Second Avenue Subway. Viewing the 7-Line Subway Extension as an opportunity to
catalyze economic development along Manhattan’s West Side, the Bloomberg Administration sought to fund the
transportation project independently of the MTA by leveraging future TOD revenues in exchange for financing. The first
step towards achieving this goal involved rezoning 45-blocks of mostly manufacturing space in the vicinity of the 7-Line
Subway Extension to accommodate significant increases in commercial and residential development. This zoning
amendment allowed for the creation of 25.8 million square-feet of commercial space, 20,000 residential units, two million
square-feet of hotel space, one million square-feet of retail space, and 20 acres of parks and open space, including the
ten-block Hudson Park and Boulevard in between 10th and 11th Avenues.

Hudson Yards Redevelopment Project Master Plan (2014)
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Hudson Yards Master Plan, Related Companies / Oxford Properties (2014)

In order to facilitate the HYRP, the City of New York created the Hudson Yards Development Corporation (“HYDC”) to
manage the planning, design, and development of the project area, not including the actual 7-Line Subway Extension,
which would be managed by the MTA. The City also created the Hudson Yards Infrastructure Corporation (“HYIC”) to
finance the capital improvements required to implement the HYRP. Since 2007, the HYIC has raised $3 billion in
proceeds from two bond offerings. In order to secure and repay these bonds, the HYIC and HYDC put forth several
means of capturing the added value of the new real estate developments under the HYRP. The largest source of revenue
is set to come from commercial payments in lieu of taxes (“PILOTs”). Under a PILOT arrangement, the New York City
Industrial Development Agency (“NYIDA”) would purchase the land to be developed from a commercial developer for a
nominal amount, which would in turn relieve the developer from paying traditional property taxes. Thereafter, over the
course of the next 30 years, the developer would pay a determined price per square foot to the NYIDA, who would then
transfer those proceeds to the HYIC. At the end of the 30 years, the property would be sold back to the developer for a
nominal price and the developer would resume paying normal property taxes. In order to incentivize new developments
prior to the build-out of the master plan site, the NYIDA was empowered by the City to discount the PILOT rates below
normal property tax rates depending on location and completion date of a development. For those developers who opt
out of the PILOT program, the City of New York has agreed to repay the HYIC all property taxes received from properties
constructed after 2005 in the form of Tax Equivalency Payments (“TEPs”).
Another source of revenue for the HYIC will come from the sale of various transferrable development rights (“TDRs”) tied
to the development of the eastern half of the MTA’s West Side Yard (the “Eastern Rail Yard”). Developers are traditionally
allowed to build, as-of-right, a structure with a maximum total floor area determined by multiplying the lot size by the
zoned floor-area ratio (“FAR”) for the given lot. For instance, a developer looking to build an office tower on a 10,000
square-foot lot with a zoned FAR of 6 can construct, as-of-right, a 60,000 square foot building. The City’s HYRP zoning
changes increased the as-of-right and maximum FARs within the Eastern Rail Yard to allow for the construction of 10.8
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million square feet of new mixed-use space. However, since the HYRP requires the incorporation of parks, public plazas,
and other non-commercial elements throughout the project site that restrict maximum development, the MTA was only
able to lease 5.1 million square-feet of development rights over the Eastern Rail Yard, which is also set to raise over $1
billion in rental payments over the 99-year term of the lease. In 2007, the HYIC purchased from the MTA a 50% interest
in over 4.5 million square-feet of TDRs from the unusable space over the Eastern Rail Yard for $200 million. Hudson
Yards developers wishing to increase a given property’s FAR may purchase these TDRs, of which the proceeds will go to
the HYIC until it recoups its initial $200 million investment plus interest. After that point, the proceeds from sale of these
TDRs will then go to the MTA. Developers may also increase their FAR through the purchase of District Improvement
Bonuses (“DIBs”) from the HYIC, which function in a similar manner to the Eastern Rail Yard’s TDRs. While they are
priced somewhat differently, today, TDRs and DIBs may be purchased for approximately $125 per additional square-foot.

HYIC Revenue and Expenses
2006 to 2013, millions of dollars

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Total

PILOT Revenue

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

TEP Revenue

$0

$5

$2

$8

$13

$26

$28

$33

$114

Eastern Rail Yards TDRs

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Revenues

DIB Revenue

$11

$58

$7

$5

$0

$5

$3

$3

$91

Interest on Bond Proceeds

$0

$43

$127

$58

$20

$3

$1

$2

$254

Other

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$14

$14

$11

$106

$136

$70

$33

$33

$32

$52

$473

7-Line Subway Extension

$0

$38

$249

$392

$310

$276

$316

$325

$1,906

Land Acquisition / Amenities

$0

$71

$265

-$44

$10

$69

$19

$19

$409

Transfers to HYDC

$2

$6

$3

$5

$4

$3

$3

$2

$28

Bond Interest / Other

$0

$30

$107

$91

$89

$89

$122

$141

$669

$2

$145

$623

$444

$414

$437

$460

$487

$3,012

Total Revenue
Expenses

Total Expenses

The HYIC has yet to capitalize on most of its value capture mechanisms, including PILOT and TDR revenue, because
very few eligible projects have begun construction, and those that have begun construction will not be completed (and
thus generate revenue) for several years. The HYIC has, however, raised over $200 million in TEP and DIB revenue since
2006 on developments that were completed during the earlier stages of the HYRP. Through 2013, the HYIC has spent
nearly $2 billion on the 7-Line Subway Extension, which has been funded chiefly by the HYIC’s two bond issuances that
raised $3 billion. The HYIC has also spent over $400 million in land acquisition and public amenity construction in order
to implement various elements of the HYRP, including the construction of Hudson Park and Boulevard as well as other
public spaces. As the 7-Line Subway Extension wraps up and the first large-scale developments open in the upcoming
years, the HYIC will begin taking in increasing revenues, which will allow them to repurchase their bonds and fully
implement the HYRP. Because of the strategic partnership between transportation infrastructure improvements and real
estate development, the HYRP has not only helped to facilitate the construction of an expensive transit project, but will
also increase ridership, create a new livable and workable district in a previously depressed area of Manhattan, and
catalyze economic development.
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Other Methods of Capturing Added Value from TODs
There are a number of other ways in which government agencies charged with developing TODs are able to capture the
added value created by new transportation infrastructure projects. One of the most common strategies is through the
assessment of district-specific taxes on properties directly benefiting from a transportation infrastructure project, which
operate similarly to PILOT agreements. One recent example of the utilization of special district assessment taxes was the
construction of the Washington Metro’s NoMa – Gallaudet U Station in 2004. As part of the project’s financing, private
landowners set to benefit from the station’s construction agreed to pay a special assessment tax over 30 years to raise
$25 million of the $100 million total project cost. This special assessment tax will be charged on top of regular property
taxes for nonresidential parcels located within 2,500 feet of the future station’s entrances. The Washington Metropolitan
Area Transit Authority financed the project, in part, by issuing bonds that will be repaid using the funds collected through
the special assessment tax over the subsequent decades.
Another method of capturing value from
TODs is through Tax Increment
Financing (“TIF”), which involves
promising future tax revenues to secure
present financing arrangements. Since
infrastructure improvements increase
property values, which results in higher
tax revenues, government agencies are
able to leverage those future revenues
through TIF proposals in order to finance
a given infrastructure project. For
example, as part of its $488 million
redevelopment of Denver Union Station,
the Denver Union Station Project
Authority (“DUSPA”) obtained a $155
million, 3.91%, 30-year loan from the
Federal Railroad Administration’s

Denver Union Station Redevelopment District Master Plan (2009)

Railroad Rehabilitation and
Improvement Financing (“RRIF”)
program, which operates similarly to the
US DOT’s TIFIA program. In order to
secure and pay for the RRIF loan, the
Denver Downtown Development
Authority, which oversees TOD within
the 40-acre project site, agreed to
appropriate all tax increment revenue
over the next 30 years to DUSPA.
Because TIF relies on predicting future
tax revenue, the City and County of
Denver agreed to appropriate up to $8
million annually during the term of the
RRIF loan to cover any potential
shortfalls in tax increment revenues.

Denver Union Station Redevelopment District Rendering (2009)
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Portland’s Pearl District Development Plan Rendering (2001)

Another popular method of capturing added value is through public-private joint ventures. Since transit agencies often
lack the expertise and resources to develop certain aspects of TODs on their own, they may enter into joint development
agreements with private partners to construct TODs on publicly-owned land. For the HYRP, this involved the leasing of
the publicly-owned Eastern Rail Yard to a joint venture between the Related Companies and Oxford Properties. In
another example, funding for the 2011 construction of the West Dublin/Pleasanton infill commuter station outside of San
Francisco was achieved through a public-private partnership between Bay Area Rapid Transit (“BART”) and private
developers. Under the arrangement, the private developers prepaid $15 million of the $100 million project cost for a
ground-lease to develop a transit village on three acres of government-owned land adjacent to the new station. In
addition to this one-time payment, the developers also agreed to pay BART a fee for every sale of residential units within
the development, which would allow BART to continue to capture value from its new station.
Public-private partnerships may also be used in instances where the sale or lease of public land is not available. Private
investment can be leveraged where public entities engage in risk-mitigation of private developments through
environmental remediation, entitlement and construction risk mitigation, financing assistance, and marketing of a given
TOD. In Dallas, for instance, the Dallas Area Rapid Transit Authority (“DART”) engages developers by providing market
analyses for transit projects, which in turn reduces predevelopment costs. In another example from the late-1990s, the
City of Portland negotiated with the owner of a 40-acre parcel of land adjacent to the proposed alignment of a new
streetcar extension in order to increase the minimum construction density of residential and commercial development
within the project site in exchange for bringing the streetcar past the owner’s property and making other area
improvements. Almost 20-years later, the neighborhood around the TOD is today one of the most popular areas in the
city and, at build-out, will be home to 10,000 residents and over 20,000 jobs. The success of this public-private
partnership has led to the expansion of the streetcar system in Portland and creation of new, more extensive joint TOD
ventures.
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TOD and the New Northeast Corridor
The proposed improvements to the Northeast Corridor provide significant opportunities for strategic TODs to increase
ridership, drive economic development, and catalyze financing for a given segment of the overall project. For the
southern section of the Northeast Corridor, Amtrak is already implementing its 20-year plan to redevelop Washington
Union Station. In 2006, Akridge, the lead private developer behind the real estate elements of the project, purchased
from Amtrak the air rights to construct over three million square-feet of mixed use space above the existing rail yards
behind Washington Union Station. While funding sources for Amtrak’s $7 billion master plan are still to be determined, it
is crucial that Amtrak leverage the added value of its master plan in financing the project.

Market East Station Cross-Section Rendering,
University of Pennsylvania School of Design (2011)

For the remaining stations throughout the southern section of the Northeast Corridor, TOD plans should promote smart
real estate development that contributes to a dense urban environment with an eclectic mix of uses built around a
diversity of transit options. In Baltimore, the construction of a downtown Charles Center Station will bring high-speed rail
to an already bustling city center. However, there still remain opportunities for infill development in low-density lots and
blighted buildings within walking distance of the new station. A successful TOD plan in Baltimore should involve rezoning
these areas for higher-density development and utilize value capture mechanisms such as TDRs and DIBs to help finance
the construction of the station structure. Similarly, in Philadelphia, a new Market East Station will benefit most from its
extensive connections to numerous transit lines within an already built-out city center. Nevertheless, there still remains
significant redevelopment potential around sites such as the Philadelphia Convention Center, Reading Terminal Market,
Independence Mall, and the Market Street Corridor. A successful TOD plan in Philadelphia should focus on ensuring the
efficient connectivity of the city’s various transit systems as well as improving public spaces to encourage new
development and increase ridership. In addition to these hub stations, there are a number of TOD plans already being
implemented at intermediate stations along the southern section of the Northeast Corridor. For example, in Trenton, the
Downtown Capital District Master Plan proposes a $73 million upgrade to Trenton Station as well as enhancements to
the adjacent light-rail River LINE station, construction of new public spaces and parks, and development of a large-scale
transit village adjacent to the station. Funding for the Trenton plan will be secured, in part, by the New Jersey
Department of Transportation’s Transit Village Grant Program meant to assist municipalities in financing new TODs.
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Unlike the southern section of the

Mahwah Station
TOD Overview

Northeast Corridor, the northern section
of the new Northeast Corridor will be
constructed along a new alignment

I-87 / I-287

traversing several markets without
current access to express, intercity

Port Jervis
Line
Connector

NY

passenger rail, thus allowing for
extensive TODs. For instance, In

Suﬀern Station,
NJ Transit
Main Line

NJ

Mahwah, NJ, a new high-speed rail
station will be built next to over 200acres of underdeveloped land currently
situated in between Interstate-87/287,
Route 17, and the Ramapo River. This
strategically located development site,

TOD
Project
Area

which already contains a Sheraton
Hotel, would allow for large-scale TOD
to include a commuter village with park-

Mahwah
Station
(HSR)

and-ride facilities, an intermodal bus
station, and new commercial and retail
space. Since this site is largely
undeveloped, managing agencies will
be able to take advantage of numerous

I-287 /
Route 17

value capture mechanisms to generate
significant revenues and incentivize
investment within the project site.

In Newburgh, TODs around the Stewart Airport Station will serve to revitalize the city through strategic development over
a 1.25 square-mile project area bordered by Interstate-84, Interstate-87, Stewart Airport, and a future light rail link to the
downtown Newburgh waterfront. Like Mahwah Station, Stewart Airport Station will serve as a transit village for
metropolitan workers living in upstate New York. Due to the State of New York’s interests in stimulating the longdepressed Newburgh economy and improving transit for upstate residents, as well as the Port Authority’s interest in
improving access to and increasing ridership within Stewart Airport, the Stewart Airport Station TOD will also be able to
take advantage of numerous value capture mechanisms to help fund rail infrastructure improvements.

Stewart Airport Station
TOD Overview

Stewart
Airport
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One of the greatest opportunities for TOD within a new
Northeast Corridor comes from the vicinity of the

Hudson City
Master Plan

proposed Hudson Terminal in New York. From New
Jersey, the four-track Hoboken Tunnel would breach the
New York pierhead line in the area of Pier 45 at West 10th

Redeveloped
Pier 57

Street, whereabout it would curve northwards along the

High Line
Connector

waterfront and branch out to 26 station tracks. In total,
the feeder and station tracks from the pierhead line up to
the station would stretch for approximately 13 blocks
along the Hudson River. In order to secure this track
infrastructure, Hudson Terminal would require the
installation of a slurry wall-reinforced “bathtub” similar to
the one used at the World Trade Center or the utilization
of landfill similar to the land underlying Battery Park City.

Hudson
Terminal

Either way, the construction of Hudson Terminal will result
in the creation of approximately 80 acres of new land,
upon which significant development could occur. Acting
as a southern extension of the large-scale redevelopment
already occurring on Manhattan’s West Side, this new
“Hudson City” would help to catalyze the implementation
of Hudson Terminal Plan through economic development
and multiple value capture mechanisms.
Like the HYRP, the Hudson City master plan would
require zoning changes to allow for the construction of a

Centerpiece
Mixed-Use
Development

mixed-use neighborhood over the Hudson Terminal
infrastructure. However, unlike the HYRP, the land upon
which Hudson City would be built would be both vacant
and government-owned. Thus, bonds used to finance
Hudson Terminal’s construction could be secured and
repaid by fees received through the sale of lots within

Commercial
District

Hudson City as well as the sale of additional TDRs and
DIBs. In order to further capture value from Hudson City
developments, the agency overseeing the implementation
of the Hudson Terminal Plan could also impose special
assessment taxes on new developments within the site.
In total, Hudson City would encompass 8 million squarefeet of new commercial space, 1.2 million square feet of
new retail space, 10,000 new residential units, and 25
acres of new park and public plaza space. By

Residential
District

constructing a major transit hub on the waterfront,
Hudson Terminal will be able to capture a far greater
percentage of the added value from TOD than would be
possible from improving transportation infrastructure
within an already built-out site in Manhattan.
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Implementing the Plan
Phasing, Travel Times, and Ridership
In total the suggested improvements to complete a new, high-speed Northeast Corridor will cost approximately $68
billion over 25 years. These costs do not include the purchase of new high-speed rolling stock since, under the
proposed organizational changes, this expense would fall to a privatized Amtrak or alternative future high-speed operator.
Under the preferred phasing, annual expenditures would amount to $2.5 to $3.5 billion per year and would be
apportioned among the various agencies charged with the implementation of the various upgrade segments.

Proposed Phasing Plan
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In terms of phasing, the highest priority segment is the Hudson Terminal Plan, because without the proposed New Yorkbased capacity improvements, the benefits from upgrades to other segments of the overall plan cannot be fully realized.
In addition, the construction of the a new northern alignment of the Northeast Corridor requires the implementation of the
Hudson Terminal Plan. Finally, because it offers the greatest opportunities to capture value from associated TODs, the
Hudson Terminal Plan will help to create a steady revenue source for future improvements.
Concurrently with the Hudson Terminal Plan, Phase I improvements will begin on the southern section of the Northeast
Corridor. By the end of the 10th year of implementation, the bulk of improvements from New York to Washington will be
complete, and trains traveling on this segment will benefit from significantly reduced travel times. The full implementation
of the suggested improvements to the Northeast Corridor will allow for maximum speeds of 220 miles-per-hour.
However, travel times across various segments would be reduced incrementally as higher speeds were achieved during
phased construction. With the completion of the Hudson Terminal Plan and Phase I improvements to the southern
section of the Northeast Corridor, express trains traveling from New York to Washington will be able to complete the trip
in approximately two hours, and trains traveling from New York to Philadelphia would be able to complete the trip in
approximately 45 minutes.
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The highest priority segment during the second decade of construction is the high-speed alignment to Stewart Airport,
which would in turn drive demand for the remainder of the northern section of the Northeast Corridor and further increase
revenue generation. If implemented concurrently, high-speed Northeast Corridor improvements from Washington to
Stewart Airport will be completed by the end of the 17th year of construction. The remaining segments from Newburgh
to Boston will be completed by the end of the 25th year of construction. Upon completion of all of the suggested
upgrades, express trains traveling from New York to Boston will be able to complete the trip in approximately 110
minutes, and express trains traveling from Washington to Boston will be able to complete the trip in approximately three
hours and 20 minutes. During the first ten years of implementation, annual costs would stay below $3 billion per year.
With the growth of revenue generation in the second decade of implementation, costs would peak at $3.8 billion per year
across the entire Northeast Corridor project.

Projected Northeast Corridor Travel Times
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The combination of faster travel times, improved stations, and a shifting preference for rail will dramatically increase
ridership on the Northeast Corridor over the next several decades. The largest increases in ridership will come from
current air and automobile trips along the most trafficked routes in the Northeast Corridor region. While induced demand
will contribute to ridership increases across the entire Northeast Corridor, the largest gains will be realized over the New
York to Hartford segment where opportunities for new TODs and commuter service are greatest. In addition, the
induced demand from an expanded Stewart Airport, which would itself serve passengers from New York, New Jersey,
and Connecticut, would contribute to significant ridership gains. Currently, JFK Airport’s AirTrain, which does not
terminate in Manhattan, is used by just 10% of the airport’s 50 million annual passengers. With a direct, high-speed
connection from Stewart Airport to Manhattan, ridership as a percentage of total air passengers would be significantly
higher. Further, since it would be within an hour’s travel from Danbury, Waterbury, and Hartford, Stewart Airport will also
serve as a regional airport for western Connecticut, which would induce additional demand.
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Projected Northeast Corridor Ridership
Amtrak, 2000 to 2040
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If the implementation of the overall plan began in 2015, after the completion of the Hudson Terminal Plan and first phase
of improvements to the southern section of the Northeast Corridor in 2025, ridership would amount to approximately 20
million annual passengers. With the completion of the second phase of improvements as well as the opening of the New
York to Stewart Airport segment, ridership would eclipse 40 million annual passengers by 2032. By 2040, with the full
Northeast Corridor improvement plan completed, ridership would amount to approximately 55 million annual passengers.

Revenues, Expenditures, and Feasibility Analysis
The suggested improvements to the Northeast Corridor will require significant public investments over the next several
decades. In assessing the feasibility of the suggested plan, a useful comparative analysis in terms of scope is the
implementation of the Interstate Highway System, which ultimately resulted in $500 billion (2014 dollars) in capital
spending over the course of four decades. In order to ensure the long-term investment needed to construct the
Interstate Highway System, the Interstate Highway Act of 1956 established a revolving Highway Trust Fund, which is
replenished through a combination of fuel taxes, access fees, and investment interest. The 1956 Act appropriated $16
billion (2014 dollars) in spending for the first segments of interstate highway construction, after which the remainder of
funding was to come directly from the trust fund.
Like the Interstate Highway System, it is not enough to simply appropriate segmental funding in order to construct the
suggested improvements to the Northeast Corridor. As discussed earlier in this report, a new protocol for rail
infrastructure financing must be established to allow for the implementation of not only the upgrades to the Northeast
Corridor, but also intercity rail improvements in other regions of the country in the future. Thus, similar to the enactment
of the Interstate Highway Act of 1956, the suggested legislative changes that would create IRSA, privatize Amtrak, and
establish the Interstate Rail Infrastructure Trust Fund (IRITF) must also include an initial appropriation that would ensure
the long-term feasibility of both the proposed improvements to the Northeast Corridor as well as other future IRSA
projects. The IRITF would serve as the revolving fund for revenues generated from IRSA’s operating, investment, and
financing activities. The IRITF would also fund IRSA’s operating expenses (track and signal management, utilities,
maintenance, etc.), investment expenses (infrastructure improvements, fund investments, etc.), and financing expenses
(interest payments, bond repurchases, etc.).
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IRSA Projected Revenues
millions of dollars, over 25 years, all sources
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One of the new streams of revenue flowing into the IRITF would come from a ticket-based user tax. Currently, for air
travel in the United States, passengers pay a 7.5% excise tax on every air ticket purchased, which in turn funds the
Airport and Airway Trust Fund (“AATF”). In addition, the AATF is also funded by a tax of $3.70 imposed on amounts paid
for each segment of domestic travel and, if applicable, a tax on the use of international air travel facilities (also known as
the international arrival/departure tax) of $16.10 for international travel that begins or ends in the United States. The
AATF helps to fund the Federal Aviation Administration, which, among other duties, manages the air travel infrastructure
including the air traffic control system, provides grants to airports, and oversees the safety of the airline industry. Similar
to the taxes imposed on airline travel, which help fund improvements and maintenance of the airline industry’s
infrastructure, IRSA must also generate revenue from taxes imposed on travel on IRSA-owned rail infrastructure. At an
average Northeast Corridor ticket price of $100 and projected 2015 ridership of 11.5 million, a 7.5% tax per ticket would
yield revenues of over $86 million within the first year of the plan’s implementation. Projected increases to intercity rail
ridership could generate tax revenues of $200 million per year by the 10th year, and $500 million per year by 25th year.
Another source of revenue for the IRITF will come from access fees and tolls from train operations on IRSA-owned rail
infrastructure. Today, of the 2,200 daily trains on the Northeast Corridor, eight commuter lines and three freight lines pay
Amtrak approximately $200 million in negotiated access fees. Upon its acquisition of the Amtrak-owned portions of the
Northeast Corridor, IRSA will similarly obtain access fees from the various railroads, but with the addition of Amtrak as
well. While Amtrak currently operates at a profit on the Northeast Corridor, its access fees do not cover the required
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infrastructure-based costs needed to manage and maintain the Northeast Corridor. Further, access fees may be used to
help to reduce congestion through the utilization of segmental tolls in addition to a general access fee. Projected access
fees and tolls along an IRSA-controlled Northeast Corridor would generate approximately $350 million in 2015, which,
with the expansion of capacity and installation of higher-speed rail, would increase to over $1 billion by the 25th year of
the overall plan.
In addition to rail-based revenue, the IRITF will also generate income from TODs developed alongside the proposed
Northeast Corridor infrastructure improvements. Today, for the MTA’s 7-Line Subway Extension, the HYIC’s combined
total of value-capture revenue from the project’s commencement in 2006 to its planned completion in 2015 is projected
to equal approximately 16% of total infrastructure costs. However, the 7-Line Subway Extension has not yet opened for
service, and the HYIC has yet to realize any PILOT or TDR revenue to date. Looking five years past the completion date,
the HYIC estimates that the percentage of value-capture revenue from TODs will rise to about 25% of total infrastructure
costs, and may reach 35% by the end of 25 years after the start of the project. While certain segments of the suggested
improvements to the Northeast Corridor offer significant opportunities for TODs, as a whole, the project will not be as
TOD dependent as the 7-Line Subway Extension. Thus, for the purposes of analyzing feasibility, initial projections for
TOD revenue were conservatively set at 3% of infrastructure costs beginning in the 3rd year of improvements, which
would then rise to 12% by the end of the 15th year, and 18% by the end of the 20th year.

Projected IRSA Debt Levels
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In terms of financing revenue, the feasibility analysis suggests the incremental sale of $13 billion in bonds over the 25year life of the project. These bonds would be issued every five years starting at year three and would be secured and
repaid by proceeds from IRSA’s other streams of revenue such as taxes, access fees, and TOD value-capture income. In
addition, the feasibility study presumes the incremental repurchase of these bonds starting in year 12 to reduce overall
long-term debt levels. Another source of financing revenue would come from loans from a newly created American
Investment Bank as well as other public and private sources such as the US DOT’s TIFIA program and the FRA’s RRIF
program. Total loan proceeds would amount to $15.8 billion over 25 years, and the loans would also be made in smaller
increments over the life of the project. While current lending for similar projects involves interest rates below 4% and loan
terms in the 35-year range, for the purposes of analyzing feasibility of the overall plan, a 5% interest rate and 30-year
term was used.
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IRSA Projected Expenses
millions of dollars, over 25 years, all sources
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In addition to the capital expenditures for improvements to the Northeast Corridor, the feasibility analysis also includes
significant capital expenditures for future high-speed rail projects in other parts of the country commencing after the
completion of the Hudson Terminal Plan and the first phase of improvements to the southern section of the Northeast
Corridor. These future capital expenditures would begin in year 8 and rise to over $2 billion by year 18 and $3 billion by
year 23. Over the life of the 25-year project plan, IRSA would, in addition to the improvements to the Northeast Corridor,
be able to fund nearly $50 billion in rail infrastructure projects elsewhere throughout the country and over $75 billion
worth of projects through year 30.
In terms of expenses, the suggested infrastructure improvements to the Northeast Corridor will cost approximately $68
billion over 25 years. However, along with IRSA (the suggested federal participant), state and local beneficiaries of
shared infrastructure improvements must also contribute towards the various segmental costs. Typically, for large-scale
transportation projects falling under the various federal funding programs, the federal government contributes 35% to
75% of the total costs. In keeping with this scheme, the total contribution from state, local, and private participants
should range from 25% to 65% depending on the diversity of benefits to the various participants. For the Hudson
Terminal Plan, for instance, federal contribution is estimated to amount to only 35% of total costs because of the
involvement of various state and local participants. For the purposes of the feasibility study, IRSA’s share of infrastructure
costs was set at 70% across the entire project.
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To achieve sustainability and avoid the problems currently facing the Highway Trust Fund, the IRITF will require an initial
appropriation by the federal government. This appropriation would represent the total cost to the federal government for
not only the improvements to the Northeast Corridor, but also future improvements to the nation’s high-speed rail
infrastructure. An initial appropriation in the $5 to $15 billion range would result in insolvency of the IRITF prior to the
completion of the 25-year project, thus requiring the utilization of additional financing or federal paid-in capital that may
create long-term instability. An initial appropriation in the $20 billion range would allow for solvency throughout the length
of the 25-year project, but would result in likely insolvency by the 30th year. An initial appropriation in the $30 to $40
billion range would result in solvency throughout the length of the 25-year project and also create lasting fund growth that
would diminish the need for reliance on financing for capital expenditures in future decades. Based on projected
sustainability, and in order to reduce overall costs, a recommended initial appropriation of $27.5 billion would provide for
long-term feasibility of the project as well as modest growth to the fund balance over time. By comparison, the federal
government has provided $15 billion in subsidies to Amtrak over just the last ten years. These subsidies could be
completely eliminated with the privatization of Amtrak and creation of IRSA.
There are a number of extraordinary assumptions that, if adjusted, would result in alternative outcomes for the feasibility
analysis. For instance, the annual IRITF interest income was set at 5% of the fund’s value, even though long-term
investment income for similarly-sized funds falls within the 8% to12% range, which would result in significantly higher
revenues. In addition, Amtrak currently owns approximately $10.4 billion in property and equipment, which includes
tracks, stations, right-of-ways, and rolling stock. Upon IRSA’s formation, Amtrak will liquidate a large portion of these
assets, which would result in an influx of cash to the IRITF. However, because the amount and distribution of the
proceeds from the liquidation of these assets is speculative, they were not included in the initial appropriation to the IRITF.
The IRSA feasibility analysis also assumes the elimination of federal grant subsidies for capital expenditures. If the federal
government were to continue allocating capital funding to the IRITF in the future, IRSA would become less reliant on debt
financing for revenue generation. For comparative reference, over the past decade, Congress has allocated
approximately $65 billion into the Highway Trust Fund to prevent insolvency. Overall, assumptions made by the feasibility
analysis were set at conservative ranges to avoid overestimating revenue and underestimating expenses.
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IRSA Projected Revenue and Expenses
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IRSA Projected Revenue and Expenses
millions of dollars, years 13 to 25
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The Amtrak Vision for the Northeast Corridor
Following its 2010 report, A Vision for High-Speed Rail in the Northeast Corridor, Amtrak released a follow-up report, The
Amtrak Vision for the Northeast Corridor, which puts forth a framework for bringing high-speed rail service to the
Northeast Corridor. From Washington to Newark, the improvements suggested by Amtrak’s 2012 report are similar to
REAL TRANSIT’S suggested improvements to the southern section of the Northeast Corridor, which include catenary
renewal and replacement, signal and power upgrades, and track infrastructure improvements to allow for increased
capacity and speeds. However, from Newark to Boston, there are numerous differences worth highlighting.

Newark to New York - Amtrak’s Gateway Program
Amtrak’s Gateway Program proposes the construction two new tracks over 10 miles from Newark to Manhattan.
Included within this trackage would be two replacement Portal Bridges over the Hackensack River, which would connect
to an expanded Secaucus Junction. Upon leaving Secaucus Junction, the two tracks would travel east towards two
new single-track tunnels passing under Bergen Hill and the Hudson River into Penn Station. Upon arriving into
Manhattan, the two new tunnels would link to a single-track connector to Penn Station before ultimately terminating at a
four-platform, seven-track annex station called Penn Station South, which would be built one block south of the existing
Penn Station structure. The Gateway Program also calls for an eastern extension of the 7-Line Subway from 34th Street
and 11th Avenue to a new station at 30th Street and 7th Avenue, which would also connect to the new Penn Station
South annex. Preliminary estimates from The Amtrak Vision for the Northeast Corridor put the total cost of the Gateway
Program at approximately $15 billion with a projected completion year of 2025.
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Amtrak’s Gateway Program from The Amtrak Vision for the Northeast Corridor

Amtrak’s Gateway Program has noble goals and would result in much-needed increases to cross-Hudson capacity from
Newark to New York, which would allow for the eventual incorporation of faster and more reliable high-speed intercity
service. Nevertheless, the Gateway Program fails to sufficiently address the broader transit challenges facing the New
York metropolitan region and, as a result, provides neither a comprehensive nor cost-effective solution to the
longstanding problems that have plagued this segment of the Northeast Corridor for decades.
One of the Gateway Program’s greatest shortcomings is the enormous expense required to deliver relatively few benefits
to the nearly 20 million residents of the New York metropolitan region who rely on the Newark to New York segment in
significantly greater numbers than Amtrak’s intercity ridership. The Gateway Program requires over 10 miles of new
trackage to bring just two new tracks into Manhattan from New Jersey. The Hudson Terminal Plan, by contrast, takes
advantage of existing rail infrastructure to bring four tracks to New York with just 4,100 feet of new trackage—the
distance from Hoboken to the western banks of Manhattan. Further, even though Amtrak’s ridership is dwarfed by its
commuter railroad counterparts, the Gateway Program does little to improve conditions for NJ Transit and MTA LIRR
riders. One element of the Gateway Program, the $1.5 billion Moynihan Station development, would create a new train
hall for Amtrak, but would be completely unconnected to NJ Transit’s southernmost platforms. In addition, where a large
portion of Amtrak’s Penn Station concourse space is currently inaccessible to NJ Transit and MTA LIRR passengers, it is
unclear whether the completed Moynihan Station project will similarly prevent access to those riders. Finally, despite
calling for 10 miles of new trackage, the Gateway Program lacks a dedicated rail link to Manhattan for passengers
traveling along NJ Transit’s Hoboken Division lines. This connection would, for the first time, provide passengers along
NJ Transit’s Main Line, Bergen County Line, and Pascack Valley Line a one-seat ride into Manhattan at relatively minimal
costs. Instead of relieving congestion along the existing Newark to New York alignment, Amtrak’s Gateway Program
doubles down by bringing more trains along the same path into the overcrowded Penn Station complex and further
dividing up concourse spaces into two additional station structures.
Even though it is increasingly difficult to secure funding and commence large-scale projects in New York, the Gateway
Program also falls short by relying on a fragmented approach to modernizing New York’s rail infrastructure. As proposed,
the Gateway Program would, upon completion, result in the creation of two new station tracks leading to four new
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Amtrak’s Gateway Program rendering showing
Penn Station, Moynihan Station, and the two levels
of the proposed Penn Station South complex

platforms that terminate one block south of the current Penn Station site. However, in order to bring its next-generation,
high-speed rail through New York, Amtrak would have to construct (at later unspecified date) two additional station
tracks along a lower alignment through the Penn Station complex as well as an additional sub-level concourse deep
below the proposed Penn Station South structure. In other words, at the completion of the Gateway Program, the $15
billion spent on track and station improvements offer, by Amtrak’s own admission, only a partial solution to the problem,
and the remaining costs and timeline for completion of the additional improvements have not yet been identified.
Because of the dense infrastructure already in place in the vicinity of Penn Station, it is unclear how this fragmented
approach to planning will impact the feasibility of the proposed improvements. For instance, in order to prevent the
closing out of the proposed Gateway Program alignment through the Hudson Yards real estate development, Amtrak has
already begun construction of a two-track shell within the project site. Amtrak has not, however, secured the proposed
lower alignment for its second pair of station tracks, which would seemingly travel from the Gateway Tunnels’ Manhattan
entryway along 30th Street. It is also unclear, from an engineering perspective, how Amtrak will construct both a new 7Line Subway spur and high-speed rail line under 30th street considering the existing north-south subway lines it would
have to traverse, including the existing 7-Line’s tail tracks beneath 11th Avenue.
Amtrak’s Gateway Project also fails to
fix the fundamental flaws with Penn
Station’s design and layout. Penn
Station South will neither contain a
unified, central concourse nor open
air spaces—two vital components of
a successful transit hub. Instead, the
Gateway Program does the opposite;
it creates an additional disjointed
space deep below the street level. In
essence, Penn Station South
Amtrak’s Penn Station South cross-section rendering
(does not include proposed sub-level tracks)

proposes the creation of two
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Amtrak’s Gateway Program in Manhattan

additional sub-level concourses alongside the existing sub-level concourses within Penn Station. Even if Penn Station
South incorporated these necessary design elements, the Gateway Program still requires the demolition of scores of
private buildings and residences across three midtown blocks in between 30th and 31st Streets and 9th and 6th
Avenues. While a transportation project like the Gateway Program will likely succeed in seizing contested properties
along its proposed alignment, eminent domain battles take significant time and financial resources to fight and threaten
projects from getting off the ground at all. During the decades it may take to secure the approvals and properties
necessary to implement the full Gateway Program, the Hudson Terminal Plan and Phase I of the proposed improvements
to the southern section of the Northeast Corridor could already be completed.
Lastly, and perhaps most disappointingly, despite its large cost, the Gateway project does little to improve Penn Station’s
track and platform capacity constraints. Over the last several decades, rail use by the New York metropolitan population
has been increasing at a much greater rate than general population growth. Since 1976, the number of daily trains that
travel in and out of Penn Station has doubled, while the total population in the New York metropolitan region has
increased by only 13%. Despite the expected growth of regional and commuter rail ridership within Penn Station, Amtrak
has proposed increasing train capacity by a mere 48%, from 62 trains per peak-hour to 92 trains per peak-hour.
Perhaps this increase would serve the at-capacity demand for rail travel already congesting the system. But if demand
for rail travel continues to grow at the current pace, the Gateway Program, which is scheduled to be finished by 2025,
will be inadequate upon its completion. The Hudson Terminal Plan, on the other hand, proposes the construction of a
new four-track tunnel that will increase peak-hour train capacity in Manhattan by nearly 100%. However, even if NJ
Transit were able to fulfill the increased hourly train capacity under the Gateway Program, it would still have to greatly
increase its service, which would require the purchase of new rolling stock, construction of new train yards, hiring of new
conductors and maintenance workers, and leasing the new trackage from Amtrak’s Penn Station South. Given that NJ
Transit has operated at an average annual loss of over $1.4 billion for the past three years, it is unclear how it would be
able to absorb the broad expansion of rail service needed to utilize the improvements proposed by the Gateway
Program. By contrast, the Hudson Terminal Plan takes advantage of the over 300 daily trains that already travel to and
from Hoboken Terminal, but are currently underutilized because they lack a rail link to Manhattan.
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New York to Boston
Unlike the suggested improvements to the Northeast Corridor contained in the current proposal, Amtrak’s A Vision for
High-Speed Rail in the Northeast Corridor proposes two separate phases of upgrades to the northern section of the
Northeast Corridor. For its first phase, estimated to be completed by 2025, Amtrak proposes $4 billion in upgrades to
the existing Northeast Corridor from New York to Boston, including track, signaling, electrification, and station
improvements. For its second phase, Amtrak proposes constructing an entirely new alignment from New Rochelle to
Providence with intermediate stops in Danbury, Waterbury, and Hartford. While details such as precise alignments,
delineated improvements, and sources of financing are unspecified, Amtrak estimates that its second phase of
improvements to the northern section of the Northeast Corridor will be completed by 2040 at a cost of $58 billion.
If implemented, both phases of
improvements to the northern section of

Amtrak’s Proposed
HSR Alignments
North of New York

the Northeast Corridor would offer
White
Plains
Station

Cancelled
Alignment to
White Plains
Airport

significant benefits in terms of service,
speed, and reliability for rail travel in
between New York and Boston. In
addition, by including intermediate stations
in Danbury, Waterbury, and Hartford, the

Possible Future
Alignment to
White Plains

proposed alignment would open up new
markets to high-speed rail. However,
Amtrak’s proposed improvements do not
go far enough in establishing the
foundations for a broader-reaching, highspeed rail network in the Northeast United
States. Whereas an alignment traveling to

Grand
Central
Terminal
Existing
NEC

New
Rochelle
Station

upstate New York would allow for the
seamless incorporation of a northern spur
to Albany or a western spur to
Pennsylvania, Amtrak’s proposed
alignment travels east from Penn Station,
through Queens, and ultimately to New
Rochelle for its first stop, which is located
on Westchester’s eastern coast. Under
Amtrak’s plan, future expansion to Albany,

Penn
Station

Montreal, Buffalo, or Scranton would
require the future construction of an
entirely new alignment out of Manhattan.

In addition, the proposed high-speed alignment does not go far enough to expand service to other underserved markets.
From New York, Amtrak’s proposed alignment would travel through some of the most heavily saturated areas within the
metropolitan region, which already have access to an existing selection of diverse transit options, including high-speed
rail. The existing density around the proposed stations would not only limit the effectiveness of inducing demand and
raising capital through TODs, but would also increase the costs associated with securing the proposed right-of-way and
constructing new tracks and stations. Further, a proposed station at White Plains Airport, which was contained in
Amtrak’s 2010 report, was removed from its 2012 report pending future discussions with local and state officials.
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Amtrak’s Proposed HSR
Alignment from
Hartford to Boston

Boston
South
Station

Worcester
Route 128

Springfield

Hartford
Station

70-mile alignment from
Hartford to Providence

Providence
Station

Existing
NEC

It is critical that any proposed high-speed alignment traveling from New York incorporate access to a “fourth”
international airport in order to ease congestion within the existing three airports, expand access for the metropolitan
region, and induce ridership demand for the system as a whole. However, even if a link to White Plains Airport were
constructed, it would not go far enough to expand air service to the region due to existing space and operating
limitations. By contrast, the suggested alignment contained in the current proposal would introduce new service to
underserved markets in northern New Jersey and upstate New York by way of not only high-speed rail, but also new
commuter rail connections and expanded air service at Stewart Airport.
In New England, Amtrak’s proposed alignment would, for the first time, provide high-speed service to over one million
residents of the greater Hartford area. However, by proposing a route that would travel directly from Hartford to
Providence, Amtrak has chosen to prioritize speed over expanding service and reducing cost. In terms of population, the
Springfield and Worcester urban areas are approximately the same size as the Providence urban area. However, unlike
Springfield and Worcester, Providence already has access to high-speed, express service along the Northeast Corridor.
From Providence, an Amtrak Northeast Regional train currently makes the 50-mile trip to Boston in just 47 minutes at an
average speed of over 60 miles-per-hour. By contrast, Amtrak’s Lake Shore Limited currently makes the 92-mile trip
from Springfield to Boston in 3 hours and 17 minutes at an average speed of just 27 miles-per-hour. In addition, a direct
Hartford to Providence alignment also fails to capitalize on existing interstate highway right-of-ways to reduce costs.
Whereas a Hartford to Boston alignment that travels through Springfield and Worcester would be able to utilize existing
right-of-ways along Interstates 90 and 91 to reduce construction costs, there is no interstate highway that connects
Hartford and Providence. Thus, the construction of Amtrak’s proposed alignment would require the seizure of over 70
miles of right-of-way from properties in Connecticut and Rhode Island.
There is no question that Amtrak’s Hartford to Providence alignment will be faster (albeit marginally) than an alignment
through Springfield and Worcester. But, compared to current conditions, both alignments will offer dramatically reduced
travel times from Boston to New York. In bypassing Springfield and Worcester, however, Amtrak’s alignment fails to
maximize the benefits of over $60 billion in estimated improvements to the northern section of the Northeast Corridor.
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Amtrak’s Plan for Implementation
Amtrak estimates that the total cost of its overall plan will be approximately $151 billion (in 2011 dollars) over 26 years.
While annual capital expenditures would average under $1 billion during the first five years of implementation, Amtrak
predicts that annual expenditures would climb to an average of $8 billion (in some years over $10 billion) over the course
of the subsequent decade. In spite of these estimates, Amtrak admits that annual capital expenditures in this range are
“too high to feasibly achieve.” As a result, Amtrak has proposed deferring $57 billion in Northeast Corridor improvements
until after 2040, although Amtrak does not specify what improvements would be deferred or when they would eventually
be completed. Amtrak also fails to identify any concrete source of funding for any of the proposed elements of its overall
plan. Amtrak does, however, offer several general sources of funding for the various segments of the overall project,
including access fees, various local and state taxes, and private sector support. In terms of federal support, Amtrak
identified the need for “federal funding guarantees as a ‘backstop’ to enable Amtrak to raise private funds at preferential
rates,” as well as sustainable subsidies “not subject to the uncertain annual appropriations process, [as to] provide
consistent support over the long-term.” The problem with relying on long-term federal support, as opposed to a selfreplenishing trust fund, is that it is impossible to ensure that appropriations will remain steady throughout the life of the
project. If history is any indicator of the future, the wide fluctuations in Amtrak’s operational and capital expenditure
subsidies (operational subsidies were temporarily eliminated from 1999 to 2002) should provide ample caution for any
financial structure based on annual congressional appropriations.
Amtrak also projects that the
combined improvements to
the Northeast Corridor will
increase overall ridership from
11.9 million riders in 2010 to
43.5 million riders in 2040. In
turn, Amtrak projects that
Northeast Corridor operating
revenues will increase from
$900 million in 2010 to $4.9
billion in 2040, and operating
profits will increase from $142
million in 2010 to $1.7 billion
in 2040. In other words,
Amtrak’s rendering of Moynihan Station, Phase I (currently under construction)

Amtrak projects that over the
next 26 years, Northeast

Corridor revenue growth will eclipse expense growth by 40%. While it is unclear how Amtrak will achieve this feat, what
is even less clear is how these added profits will be reallocated among Amtrak’s profitless routes. In the last ten years
alone, Amtrak has accumulated over $11 billion in operational losses, of which its profits on the Northeast Corridor have
helped to cover deficits on Amtrak’s long-distance and state-supported routes. Even if it were able to grow revenues
and contain costs on these routes at the same rates as the Northeast Corridor, Amtrak as a whole would still operate at
an annual loss of almost $300 million by 2040. More likely, however, these routes will continue to amass growing deficits.
Over the last 25 years, ridership on Amtrak’s long-distance routes has actually declined by almost 15%, and today, ontime performance for long-distance trains is just shy of 55%. As long as Amtrak’s financial standing is, in part,
dependent upon the success of its long-distance routes, not only will Amtrak’s high-speed rail plans face potential delays
as larger operational subsidies become necessary, but institutional investors may also forego financing projects whose
profits are reallocated to long-distance routes. From a normative perspective, the American public should not have to
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wait to receive the full benefits of

Comparison of Northeast Corridor Proposals
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in the United States.
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Economic Impact
The proposed improvements to the Northeast Corridor will lead to significant economic and social benefits throughout
the Northeast Corridor region as a result of both immediate investments in transportation infrastructure as well as longterm, comprehensive benefits to the region’s economic productivity. In their recently updated report, Economic Impact of
Public Transportation Investment (the “APTA Report”), the American Public Transportation Association has quantified the
benefits of public transportation investments in terms of increased economic production. Among its findings, APTA
determined that $1 billion in sustained annual investment in transportation infrastructure projects over 20 years results in
more than $3.7 billion per year of additional GDP production. In terms of direct benefits, the APTA Report concluded
that every $1 billion in investment results in $1.7 billion in economic productivity, which in turn results in the creation of
over 21,000 annualized jobs over 20 years.

Long-term Economic Impact per Billion Dollars of Enhanced
National Investment in Public Transportation
annualized impact over 20 years,
from APTA’s Economic Impact of Public Transportation Investment
Value of
Economic
Impact

Wage
Equivalent

Job
Equivalent

Corresponding
Tax Revenue

Investment Spending Effect

$ 1.7 billion

$1.3 billion

21,800

$432 million

Long-Term Cost Savings Effect

$ 2.0 billion

$1.5 billion

28,931

$310 million

$ 3.7 billion

$2.8 billion

50,731

$642 million

Category of Economic Impact

Total Economic Impact

In addition to direct economic benefits, the APTA Report also identified a number of sources of long-term cost savings
for individuals as well as businesses as a result of investments in transportation infrastructure. For instance, by reducing
the numbers of cars on the road, public transportation enhancements may reduce delay and increase reliability for all
highway users including car, truck, and public transportation drivers and passengers, which would in turn lower overall
transportation costs for these beneficiaries. In addition, with sufficient investment, improved public transportation options
may allow more households to reduce multiple-car ownership. The APTA Report estimates that the ability to relinquish
car ownership in favor of transit use can save a household approximately $10,103 per year. Public transportation
investment also has the ability to significantly lower safety-related costs associated with automobile travel. For instance,
as ridership shifts from single-car to mass-transit use, health, law enforcement, and insurance costs would decline due to
the significantly lower accident rates for public transportation modes in comparison to automobiles. These costs would
also decline due for those individuals still traveling by automobile due to reductions in congestion and, thus, congestionrelated collisions. Finally, the APTA Report also included in its analysis a number of business productivity benefits
resulting from increased access to a broader labor market with more reliable employee arrival times, increased business
competitiveness, and greater business expansion opportunities. In terms of indirect economic production, APTA
concluded that every $1 billion in transportation infrastructure investment results in $2.0 billion in long-term cost savings,
which would result in the creation of nearly 29,000 annualized jobs over 20 years.
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Guangzhou South Station, China

In extrapolating the projections from the APTA Report to the suggested improvements to the Northeast Corridor
contained in this proposal, it is important to highlight certain methodology assumptions. For instance, the APTA report
based its projections on a presumed national spending mix of 71% operational investments to 29% capital investments,
which it calculated would result in the creation of 21,800 jobs. However, using the federal standard accounting system
for capital investments, which presumes 64.3 percent going to capital expenses and 35.7 percent going to operating
expenses, APTA estimates the creation of 18,900 jobs per $1 billion of federal investment in public transportation
projects. As such, for the purposes of estimating the economic impact of the overall plan, a spending mix of 65% for
capital expenditures to 35% for operational expenditures was used. This means that for the $68 billion in proposed
spending over 25 years, the various public and private operators (including Amtrak) would likely invest $36 billion in total
operational expenditures ($1.4 billion in new annualized operational expenditures) over the same period. The APTA
Report also presumes a base level of ridership growth of 2.5% to 3.5%, whereas, because of the existing demand and
demographics of the Northeast Corridor region, actual ridership growth along the Northeast Corridor is estimated to be
much higher.
Based on the presumptions put forth in the APTA Report, the suggested improvements to the Northeast Corridor are
estimated to result in approximately $90 billion in direct economic benefits including $65 billion in direct wages, which
would create over 60,000 annualized jobs. Indirect benefits would amount to approximately $105 billion in long-term
cost savings over the length of the project, which would create over 95,000 annualized jobs. In sum, the combined
impact of the overall project would result in close to $200 billion in economic production and the creation of
approximately 155,000 annualized jobs within the Northeast Corridor region.
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Moving Forward
One of the most difficult challenges facing any modern society is figuring out how to sustain large-scale public
infrastructure projects in spite of the practical limitations in the public’s ability to pay for those projects. For all of the
wealth and power that the United States possesses, failing to address this challenge has been one of our greatest
obstacles to economic progress in recent decades. This challenge, however, is nothing that the nation has not been able
to overcome in the past. Prior to the implementation of the Interstate Highway System in the 1950s, there were several
decades of trial and error in figuring out the best ways to manage and finance the construction of a new national highway
network. Only after the federal government centralized efforts, designated a replenishing source of funding, and created
long-lasting standards for success did the great system of roads and highways we depend on today get built. And just
like the Interstate Highway System, a new national network of high-speed rail is not only feasible with the proper
centralized management and funding mechanisms in place, but will too flourish as generations of future riders take
advantage of faster and more reliable intercity travel.

Comparison of Popular High-Speed Rail Lines
2014, global rail networks

Northeast
Corridor
(USA)
Total Distance

Naples to
Milan
(Italy)

Paris to
Marseilles
(France)

Madrid to
Barcelona
(Spain)

Tohoku
Shinkansen
(Japan)

Beijing to
Zhengzhou
(China)

460 miles

498 miles

482 miles

386 miles

446 miles

458 miles

Maximum
Operating Speed

150 mph

186 mph

200 mph

193 mph

200 mph

217 mph

Average
Operating Speed
(with stops)

68 mph

117 mph

156 mph

140 mph

145 mph

183 mph

$101

$75

$47

$68

$167

$51

$0.22 per
route mile

$0.15 per
route mile

$0.10 per
route mile

$0.18 per
route mile

$0.37 per
route mile

$0.11 per
route mile

49.6
million
people

17.2
million
people

16.2
million
people

11.6
million
people

46.3
million
people

47.8
million
people

Average Fare
Average Fare
per Route Mile

Population
Served

Cities Served

Washington,
Baltimore,
Philadelphia,
New York,
Boston

Naples,
Rome,
Florence,
Bologna,
Milan

Paris, Lyon,
Valence,
Avignon,
Marseille

Madrid,
Zaragoza,
Barcelona

Tokyo,
Sendai,
Morioka,
Hachinohe,
Shin-Aomori

Beijing,
Hebei,
Shijiazhuang,
Zhengzhou,
Xingxiang
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Realizing a modern vision for high-speed rail within the United States does not have to be a fantasy. But in order to
achieve this vision, fundamental changes must be made to the ways that we plan, manage, and finance our large-scale
transportation infrastructure projects. Only then will we be able to strike the proper balance between idealism and
pragmatism. There is, of course, more than one way to accomplish this goal, and there is more than one way to
modernize the Northeast Corridor and the nation’s intercity rail network at large. But moving forward, it is critical that we
seek to create the sound foundations for a broader, high-speed rail system in this country by containing costs and
drawing from successful examples abroad. The expansion of high-speed, intercity rail service will not only increase
economic production and mobility, but in doing so, will improve the lives of tens of millions of residents and workers. If
policymakers are able to embrace the kinds of common-sense reforms discussed in this report, the American public will
soon be able to embrace a modern, high-speed rail network in the United States.
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